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CHAPTER 5: CLIMATOLOGY OF THE EAST AFRICAN 
GREAT LAKES REGION AND POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF 
CLIMATE CHANGE ON ITS BIODIVERSITY AND 
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 
 
Introduction 
 
The complex geography and latitudinal placement of the East African Great Lakes 
Region encompasses a diverse array of climates and climatic zones that have long shaped 
biodiversity distributions and human activities. Human-forced climate change presents 
the region with increasing stresses upon environmental systems and on the large and 
rapidly growing human populations that depend on them. As described in the most recent 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report, climate change will 
exacerbate existing environmental degradation in Africa, threatening the rich diversity of 
plant and animal species as well as the livelihoods of large populations of subsistence 
farmers, pastoralists, and even urban dwellers who rely on rural ecosystem-derived 
services for their water, electricity, and sustenance (IPCC, 2007: see in particular 
chapters by Boko et al., 2007 and Christensen et al., 2007). The warming of regional 
climates will be attended by changing rainfall patterns, changes in seasonality and an 
increase in the frequency of severe storm events, setting up further obstacles to the 
challenges of conserving biodiversity and the Ecosystem Services that people depend 
upon. On the human side, failing rains, increased flooding, and shifting conditions for 
key subsistence crops, natural resource species, and Ecosystem Services are expected to 
have profound impacts on many of Africa’s people, with the poor and marginalized being 
particularly vulnerable (Ehrhart et al., 2009). 

5.1 Climate change 

The term “climate change” as used in traditional climatology indicates climate parameter 
changes from baseline means established in recent decades, as well as changes in climate 
variability. In biodiversity conservation and development contexts, the term is almost 
universally used in reference to anthropogenic- ally influenced climate change and its 
perturbation of “natural” climate and climate variability. The United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) definition states that: "Climate change" 
means a change of climate, which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity 
that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural 
climate variability observed over comparable time periods (UNFCCC n.d.). By either 
definition, climate change represents building disequilibrium over time between climate, 
ecosystems and human livelihoods, forcing changes that affect and often threaten 
biodiversity. 
 
Assessments of impacts performed at continental scale, such as those put forth by the 
IPCC tend to describe broad-scale characteristics of climate change, and thus miss the 
level of detail needed at site-specific (i.e. individual Key Biodiversity Areas (KBA)) and 
regional scales most applicable to biodiversity conservation across the Great Lakes 
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Region. An understanding of contemporary and historic climatology of East Africa is a 
necessary building block towards informed evaluation on how climate change may 
impact biodiversity and human wellbeing, including future socioeconomic development. 
This chapter therefore aims to offer a regionally focused perspective on climate change in 
contexts of biodiversity and Ecosystem Services. We begin by summarizing findings on 
past, present and future climates of the Great Lakes Region drawing upon source material 
from original scientific studies, as well existing reviews and compilations. We then 
utilize this information as the basis for assessing impacts on biodiversity, Ecosystem 
Services and humanity. We conclude with recommendations for interests concerned with 
biodiversity conservation and the services that biodiversity provides to humanity across 
the region.  

5.2 Climates of the past, present and future 

!"#"$%&'()*+,-%.,-'*/-)0,1'2%

The well-developed paleoclimatic record for eastern Africa, when considered in contexts 
of the drivers of present day climatology, is an especially valuable resource for 
comprehending the magnitude and significance of changes projected in climate models. 
Greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere now exceed 25% for carbon dioxide and 150% 
for methane over pre-industrial conditions, and have no parallel in at least 650,000 years 
(Siegenthaler et al., 2005; Spahni et al., 2005). Paleoclimate evidence suggests that 
global temperatures 3°C warmer than current conditions, which represents the mid-range 
of projections for later this century (IPCC, 2007), have not occurred since the Middle 
Pliocene geological stage (2.6-3.6 million years before present) (Salzmann et al., 2009). 
Paleoclimate reconstructions also indicate that the current rate of warming forced by 
greenhouse gas emissions is an order of magnitude or greater than rates forced by natural 
events during the thermal increase following the Last Glacial Maximum (Joos and 
Spahni, 2008).  Such projections are alarming, and imply that climate change will 
increasingly push biodiversity and the systems that depend upon it into unprecedented 
climatic realms (Williams and Jackson, 2007). 
 
East Africa has been the subject of much recent attention by the paleoscience research 
community, yielding a wealth of insights into climatic changes extending many millennia 
into the past.  Considerable inference has been developed from lake records based on 
geomorphology, sedimentology, stable isotope contents of primary lacustrine carbonates 
and organic matter, and biological remains (Gasse, 2000; Verschuren, 2004). More 
recently, long sedimentary cores extracted from lakebeds of several of the Great Lakes 
have been analyzed for new biochemical and molecular indicators of climatic variability, 
yielding relatively continuous proxy records of atmospheric and limnological conditions 
extending back 79,000 years from Lake Tanganyika (Scholz et al., 2003) and 145,000 
years from Lake Malawi/Niassa/Nyasa (Scholz et al., 2011). These findings have been 
developed in parallel with significant improvements in understanding of contemporary 
climate and, taken together, these findings now provide substantial foundational 
knowledge for understanding the processes and consequences of the anthropogenic 
climate changes forecast for the 21st century. 
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Viewed from a longer-term paleoclimate perspective, the climate of the Holocene (the 
last ca. 12 thousand years) of East Africa is both anomalously warm and wet. Evidence 
from polar regions suggests that global temperatures have not been as warm as the 
present since the Eemian geological stage approximately 125,000 years ago (Hansen and 
Sato, in press). Ice age conditions dominated global climates for approximately 80-90% 
of the past 2 million years, and eastern Africa was characterized by cool, arid conditions, 
low lake stands, more extensive montane forests and a predominance of afromontane 
vegetation that differ remarkably from current conditions (Marchant et al., 2006; Cohen 
et al., 2007). Historic lake level fluctuations reconstructed from the Lake Tanganyika and 
Lake Malawi/Niassa/Nyasa sedimentary cores and other paleorecords indicate that 
tropical East Africa was relatively dry during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM: ~18-20 
thousand years before present), humid during the early Holocene, and more recently 
relatively dry during the late Holocene leading to the present (Gasse, 2000; Verschuren, 
2004). In this context it is important to recognize that contemporary perspectives on East 
African ecology are shaped on climatic conditions of the Holocene, a warm interglacial 
period extending over just 12 millennia, and which in paleo perspectives has been 
particularly favorable for both biodiversity and human habitation.  
 
The forcing mechanisms underlying the large magnitude climatic changes experienced in 
multi-millennial time scales are now fairly well understood. These relate primarily to 
periodic variations in Earth’s planetary orbit around the sun and the influences of 
corresponding changes in atmospheric circulations related to Ice Age glaciations at 
higher latitudes. The orbital changes cause changes in solar insolation of relatively 
modest magnitude, which nonetheless yield amplified responses from the growth of polar 
ice sheets and other factors that reconfigure global circulations (Gasse, 2000; Hansen and 
Sato, in press). Of particular concern in contexts of contemporary climate change is that 
the Holocene has been fairly quiescent globally with only minor orbital forcing changes 
and relatively static polar ice sheets, yet East Africa has nevertheless experienced large 
climatic fluctuations much stronger than those apparent in the historic record, which 
extends back less than two centuries (Gasse, 2000; Russell and Johnson, 2005). As 
recently as 5000 years ago large expanses of what is now the Sahara Desert were 
grasslands until changes in orbital forcing weakened moisture import to the region 
(deMenocal et al., 2000).  Modern vegetation diversity and distribution patterns only 
became established during the Holocene, and it follows that all extant species must have 
persevered and responded to the environmental stresses accompanying the climatic 
transitions to current conditions. 
 
The comprehensive histories being developed from past epochs therefore provide 
considerable insight into the inherent instability of East African climates, and how future 
climatic changes may in turn drive ecological responses affecting biodiversity throughout 
the African tropics and elsewhere.  Quantification of the magnitude and duration of past 
changes in tropical precipitation, temperature, vegetation and hydrology and their 
linkages to changes in climatic forcings provides a strong foundation for comprehending 
how changes in radiative forcing caused by greenhouse gases may drive changes in 
eastern Africa. The paleo records indicate that on all timescales, climate changes in the 
African tropics reflect broader scale disruptions in the Earth’s climate system (Gasse, 
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2000). The long time series developed from accumulated sediments in Lake 
Malawi/Niassa/Nyasa and Lake Tanganyika are among the best resolved indicators of 
past climate in the tropics, and offer particularly detailed insight into changes in 
temperature, vegetation, hydrological balance and lake levels (Cohen et al., 2007; Scholz 
et al.,  2007; Scholz et al., 2011; Tierney et al., 2008; Konecky et al., in press).  
 
These responses to atmospheric conditions are in turn related by investigators to changes 
in atmospheric circulations, and located in the timelines and contexts of other 
paleoclimatic data sets from around the world.  As an example, Figure 5.1 shows a 
schematic depiction of seasonal rainfall modes across the African continent in the present 
and as reconstructed near the end of the Pleistocene 13,000-11,800 years before present. 
This shows that the twin wet-season rainfall pattern experienced at present across the 
equatorial belt (and most of the Great Lakes Region) was depressed far to the south at the 
end of the Pleistocene, when it was centered across the latitudinal range of Lake 
Malawi/Niassa/Nyasa (Ivory et al., 2012). During this period (known as the Younger 
Dryas), a temporary reversal to colder conditions occurred during the multi-millennial 
warming following the Last Glacial Maximum. The shifts in seasonality, along with 
cooler temperatures, represent an entirely different distribution of climatic zones across 
the entire Great Lakes domain than that of the present, which can be inferred to have 
been associated with comparably different biodiversity distributions. Stratigraphic 
evidence from sediment cores suggest that Lake Victoria dried out completely around 
15,000 years before present, and then partially filled before declining again during the 
Younger Dryas episode (Stager et al., 2002).    
 
Figure 5.1 Basic precipitation regimes in Africa 
A) Continental scale depiction of basic precipitation seasonality regimes showing the present-day 
latitudinal extent of summer unimodal (one wet season) and bimodal (two wet seasons) rainfall zones in 
tropical Africa. B) Latitudinal extent of summer unimodal and bimodal rainfall zones in tropical Africa 
from approximately 13,000 to 11.800 years before present as inferred from pollen records. Figure 
reproduced from Ivory et al. (2012). 
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Regional paleotemperature reconstructions have been developed from pollen records and 
molecular tracers preserved in lake sediments. Pollens show that one-hundred-thousand-
year scale glacial periods have been dominated by afromontane species, indicating 
downward extension of the high altitude tropical biome from temperatures 4-5°C lower 
than present in cold epochs (Marchant et al., 2006; Vincens et al., 1993; Bonnefille and 
Chalíe, 2000). Similar results have been yielded from analysis of molecular temperature 
proxies from sediment cores in lakes Tanganyika and Malawi/Niassa/Nyasa (Powers et 
al., 2005; Tierney et al., 2008). Paleolimnological reconstructions show that the changes 
in temperature and precipitation regimes have invariably yielded major changes in 
hydrology of the Lake Basins, manifested by changes in lake levels that by far exceed 
changes observed in recent experience (Alin and Cohen, 2003; Tierney et al., 2008; 
Scholz et al., 2007; Scholz et al., 2011).  A highly resolved multi-centennial proxy record 
of Lake Tanganyika surface temperature variations displays considerable agreement with 
reconstructions of Northern Hemisphere temperature behavior for much of the past 1300 
years, again an indication that thermal trends in East Africa are driven by global-scale 
forcings (Tierney et al., 2010) (Figure 5.2). The post-industrial warming of the global 
atmosphere is synchronous with an increase of more than 2°C in Lake Tanganyika’s 
surface temperature, which is now considerably warmer than at any point in this time 
series. The warming has occurred far more rapidly at the surface than in the deeper 
waters in the lake, which increases the thermal stability and diminishes mixing of surface 
and deep waters causing reductions in nutrient transport to the surface (Verburg et al., 
2003; Verburg and Hecky, 2009; Tierney et al., 2010). 

 
Figure 5.2 Reconstructed surface temperature anomalies in Lake Tanganyika  
Lake Tanganyika reconstructed surface temperature compared with Northern Hemisphere reconstructed 
temperature trends since A.D. 700.  Lake Tanganyika surface temperature is shown in black, including 
standard deviation error is plotted over the composite Northern Hemisphere temperature anomaly 
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reconstructions (Jansen et al., 2007). Colors represent the percent of agreement between the time series. 
Reproduced from Tierney et al. (2010). 
  
 
 
 
 

Key lessons developed from paleoclimate studies relevant to contexts of 21st century 
climate change over the Great Lakes Region can be summarized as follows: 

• The contemporary climate of East Africa even before anthropogenic 
influences became apparent is an anomaly relative to conditions over geologic 
time scales. Climatic conditions during the Holocene, the current geological 
epoch that began around 10,000 BC, have been anomalously warm and wet 
compared to most of the Pliocene-Pleistocene periods (the last 5.3 million 
years) that preceded it. It is likely that the region is now warmer than at any 
time since the Eemian Stage, approximately 125,000 years ago. 

• All extant species must have persevered and responded to the environmental 
stresses accompanying the transitions to current conditions and the 
considerable hydrological variability that has characterized the Holocene. 

• The climates of the African tropics are inherently unstable: global climate 
perturbations yield amplified responses, particularly in hydrology and 
precipitation seasonality, across East Africa. 

• The Holocene has been characterized by relatively stable global climate 
conditions relative to the past, yet major hydrological changes have 
nonetheless occurred in East Africa marked by significant variations in lake 
levels. 

• The high degree of response of the great lakes to climatic changes of the past 
exhibited in paleo records provides convincing evidence that anthropogenic 
warming and related hydroclimatological changes will result in major changes 
in lake hydrology.   

• Pollens and other biotic indicators confirm large major climatic shifts in the 
past have been associated with major vegetation transitions across the region. 
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• The paleo record demonstrates that past climate changes have completely 
rearranged the placement of climatic zones across landscapes, causing 
rearrangements of species assemblages and distributions that differ greatly 
from the present. 

!"#"#%34'2'+156,7%/-)0,1'%*8%19'%:4',1%;,<'2%&'()*+%

In this section we present an overview of the contemporary climatology of the Great 
Lakes Region, incorporating new findings that significantly improve understanding on 
characteristics of climates internal to the region and the external forcing factors that 
control climatic variability and trends.  The past decade has seen major advances in 
understanding of the atmospheric and oceanic factors that are the principal drivers of 
climatic variability across East Africa. While climate research focused in tropical Africa 
has long been hindered by poor availability of systematic, quality-controlled climate data 
(Collins, 2011), new tools and analysis techniques such as satellite-based rainfall 
monitoring and lake level altimetry are helping to overcome some of the major 
limitations. Expansion of on-the-ground observational networks remains a pressing need, 
however (Seimon et al., 2011).  
!"#$%&'%(&)#
The climatic regimes of the East African Great Lake basins vary considerably as a 
function of location. Topographic features, basal elevation and latitudinal range shape the 
primary characteristics of the individual Lake Basins yielding a wide range of climatic 
characteristics that exert strong control over biodiversity distributions and human 
activities.  The annual cross-equatorial migration of the Intertropical Convergence Zone 
(ITCZ), a belt of persistent cloudiness and rainfall, largely dictates climate seasonality 
and precipitation delivery (Figure 5.3). A single wet season is experienced annually in 
both the northern and southern part of the Great Lakes Region phased 6 months apart, 
with a broad belt between them across equatorial East Africa experiencing twin wet 
seasons in the form of the “Long Rains” (March-May) and “Short Rains” (September-
November).  

 
Figure 5.3 Precipitation climatology and water vapor transport over eastern Africa 
Precipitation climatology and water vapor transport over eastern Africa at 3-month intervals according to 
monthly averages of rainfall rate (green shades, 50 mm contour interval) derived from global analysis 
products. Also indicated are wind fields for the 925 hPa pressure level (approximately 800 m above sea 
level, arrows), with wind speed proportional to arrow length. The black rectangles outline the Great Lakes 
domain. The annual north and south migrations of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), evident as 
the darker green shades over equatorial regions, bring the Short and Long Rains to the northern part of the 
rift region around October and April, respectively, while southern parts of the domain experience a single 
long-duration wet season peaking around January when the ITCZ is at its southern zenith. In this depiction 
the true complexity of rainfall distributions related to topography and surface landforms such as the East 
African Great Lakes are not apparent.   Source: International Research Institute for Climate and Society,  
http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/maproom/ Regional/Africa/. Climatologies/.Precip_Loop.html 
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Past efforts to map seasonality and climatic domains based on cluster analysis of rain 
gauge measurements identified several sub-regions with common characteristics 
(Nicholson et al., 1988; Ogallo, 1989; Indeje et al, 2000). New satellite-based 
observations from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) have allowed 
spatially continuous mapping of precipitation occurrence that reveal a more detailed and 
spatially heterogeneous picture (Herrmann and Mohr, 2011). As shown in Figure 5.4, 
which covers most of the northern and central parts of the Great Lakes Region, rainfall 
seasonality is actually very complex, with high spatial variability that is maximized in a 
broad belt extending westward along the equator from central Kenya. Furthermore, the 
TRMM data allows categorization of the rainfall into a range of subclasses offering 
improved representation of site-specific climate typologies. These show that the simple 
one- versus two-wet-season categorization outlined in the previous paragraph can be 
broken down into subclasses based on intra-seasonal rainfall distributions.  Such level of 
detail is almost impossible to ascertain from existing rain gauge networks: this points to 
the limitations of applying spatial interpolations developed on point observations from 
rain gauge networks alone (e.g. WorldClim: Hijmans et al., 2005) to characterize local-
scale rainfall patterns in space and time.  
 
Figure 5.4 Complexity of rainfall seasons across the northern Great Lakes Region 
Annual rainfall seasonality regimes across East Africa at 0.25 degree spatial resolution (~30 km) based on 
12 years of satellite observations by the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM). The color scheme 
indicated by the legend shows perpetually dry and wet regimes (arid, humid classes), and seasonal regimes 
characterized as single- (1WS), dual- (2WS) and multiple-wet-season regimes, the peak rainfall modes 
occurring within those seasons. Local names are indicated to show the correspondence of the map with 
local manifestations of wet seasons. The dashed box encompasses the northern part of the Great Lakes 
domain. Modified from Herrmann and Mohr (2011). 
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Mean temperatures throughout the Great Lakes Region are largely a function of elevation 
throughout the domain, though the lake environs are also moderated by heat retention of 
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the large water bodies. Little thermal seasonality in monthly mean temperature is evident 
across the equatorial belt, but southern regions of Lakes Malawi/Niassa/Nyasa and 
Tanganyika experience a marked dry season with reduced humidity and cloud cover in 
the austral winter months that is associated with lowered nocturnal minima (Seimon and 
Picton Phillipps, 2012).  Climatic variability and seasonality across the Great Lakes are 
therefore most evident in moisture variations, in cloudiness and precipitation occurrence, 
and in the corresponding hydrological responses of river flows, lake level and vegetation. 
Seasonal anomalies such as droughts and floods tend to be regionally synchronous 
phenomena across spatial domains larger than the individual basins comprising the Great 
Lakes Region (Lyon and DeWitt,  2012; Anyamba et al., 2002) (Figure 5.5).  Such 
patterns offer clear indications that climatic variability at seasonal to annual time scales is 
modulated to a considerable degree by broad-scale factors that operate regionally. 
 
Figure 5.5 Vegetation anomalies  in East Africa (2006 and April-June 2011) 
Vegetation anomalies relative to mean conditions from November 2006 (left) and April-June 2011 (right) 
according to the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI).  Abundant Short Rains in 2006 yielded 
richer than average vegetation cover (positive NDVI anomalies, green shades), whereas failure of the Long 
Rains in 2011 caused a severe drought, seen as negative NDVI anomalies (brown shades) that resulted in a 
humanitarian catastrophe across the Greater Horn region. Source: NASA Earth Observatory 
(http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/) 

 
*"#+&,&-.//&-0(./1#!/2#03&#(45.'0!/-&#.6#.-&!/#0&45&'!07'&1%
These broad scale anomalies result from external climatic forcings that originate well 
outside the region through global linkages known as teleconnections (Diaz et al., 2001). 
Year-to-year precipitation variability is most strongly influenced by annually varying sea 
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surface temperature patterns in the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans. Until very 
recently it has been thought that interannual variability is controlled primarily by the El 
Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) which, despite being focused in the eastern equatorial 
Pacific Ocean, exerts considerable influence over rainfall occurrence in eastern Africa 
(Camberlin et al., 2001; Anyamba et al., 2002; Schreck and Semazzi, 2004; Giannini et 
al., 2008). The general pattern links warm ENSO (El Niño) events with regional rainfall 
surpluses, and cold ENSO (La Niña) events with rainfall deficits; this pattern is 
inconsistent, however, since a more local factor, the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD: Saji et 
al., 1999), must act in concert with ENSO in order to yield the expected rainfall 
anomalies (Black et al., 2003; Marchant et al., 2006).  Large-magnitude events of both 
warm ENSO and the positive phase of the IOD that come with greater-than-average sea-
surface temperatures occurred in 1997-98, causing the wettest year in decades and 
widespread flooding (Anyamba et al., 2002); the opposite conditions in 2011 yielded an 
exceptionally dry year, with severe regional impacts including the exacerbation of 
political instability across the Great Horn region (refer to Figure 5.5). The inter-
connectedness of East African climate to the global circulation is evident through other 
teleconnections too. Rainfall variability in the Greater Horn of Africa region including 
northern parts of the Great Lakes Region has been shown to correlate remarkably well 
with surface pressure over the Indian subcontinent and the onset date of the Indian 
Monsoon (Camberlin, 1997; Camberlin et al., 2010); such factors in turn relate to the 
complex ENSO-Indian Ocean temperature variations described above.  
The relative importance of ENSO versus the IOD over East African climatic variability 
has yet to be firmly established, and this uncertainty is important to consider when 
evaluating model projections for the future.  At longer time scales, oceanic control over 
inter-decadal trends in East African rainfall has been proposed by Black et al. (2003), 
with suppressed rainfall during the decades of the 1940s and 1960s related to suppressed 
activity (relating to sea surface temperature) of both the IOD and ENSO. Studies focusing 
on the September-November Short Rains confirm the importance of Indian Ocean sea 
surface temperatures and ENSO in East African rainfall variability (Goddard and 
Graham, 1999; Black et al., 2003). The importance of the IOD is particularly evident 
when its positive phase (associated with greater-than-average sea-surface temperatures) is 
strongly developed, such as in 1961, 1994 and 1997 when excessive rainfall occurred 
across much of eastern Africa (Ummenhofer et al., 2009); as in other studies, this 
relationship is only unambiguously present for the Short Rains. Such strong relationships 
are not found for the Long Rains (Camberlin and Philippon, 2002), which is discouraging 
for long-term predictability given that the Long Rains generally contribute a greater 
fraction of annual rainfall than the Short Rains. 
-"#8/6,7&/-&#.6#,!/26.'41#!/2#,!/2-.%&'#
An important element of regional climatic organization is the effect of prominent 
landforms such as the rift valleys and great lakes on atmospheric circulations, particularly 
with regard to convective storms that provide most rainfall across the region (Anyah et 
al., 2006; Hession and Moore, 2011). In the environs of Lake Turkana, a prominent 
topographic defile that cuts across the East African highlands creates a semi-permanent 
high-velocity southeasterly wind current that blows from the Indian Ocean basin towards 
the Sahara Desert throughout the year.  This shallow low-level jet stream, termed the 
Turkana Jet (Kinuthia and Asnani, 1982), frequently reaches extremely high velocities 
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and is instrumental in sustaining the aridity of the Chalbi Desert and other lowland areas 
of the Turkana basin, as well as the exceptionally high evaporative losses from the lake 
surface (Avery, 2010).  Over Lake Victoria, a different type of circulation that owes its 
existence to the exceptional size and heat storage of the lake itself is a persistent 
convection cell that develops nocturnally over the lake, producing what might be the 
highest rainfall found anywhere across the region (Anyah et al., 2006).  For both the 
Turkana jet and Lake Victoria rainfall maximum, the landforms and lake extents are 
determining factors underlying highly defined climatic responses. This highlights the 
need for comparable spatial resolution in atmospheric models to properly represent such 
features. 
 
Land cover is an important determinant of local climate conditions (and vice versa). The 
high degree of anthropogenic disturbance over much of the land surface in the Great 
Lakes Region has caused changes in radiation and moisture transfers between land and 
atmosphere that significantly affect local climatic conditions.  Conversion of forest to 
croplands or grasslands strongly affects absorption of sunlight, local heating and cooling 
rates related to evapotranspiration and moisture recycling between the surface and the 
atmosphere (Jackson et al., 2008). A point of some debate concerns the relative roles 
played by internal factors such as Land Use/Land Cover (LULC) changes versus external 
forcing factors in determining multidecadal trends in rainfall widely observed throughout 
tropical Africa, most notably in the Sahelian region but also in eastern Africa (Giannini et 
al., 2008).  Coupled oceanic-atmosphere climate modeling suggests that the trends are 
externally dictated by sea surface temperature variations, whereas findings from regional 
modeling studies determine that internal forcing by anthropogenic land cover change 
within the continent itself may explain the trend behavior (Giannini et al., 2008; Paeth et 
al., 2009). Both factors are very likely at work: understanding to what degree 
proportionally is of considerable importance in assessing climate model predictions and 
improving model representations of both forcings and responses. The fact that LULC 
changes are anthropogenically driven and can be directly managed makes this 
understanding all the more important, especially in the context of conservation where 
collateral damage to biodiversity can be dramatic. 
2"#9./0&45.'!':#0&45&'!07'&#0'&/21#
Like virtually all terrestrial environments globally, eastern Africa is experiencing a 
pronounced multidecadal warming trend that began more than a century ago and has 
accelerated in recent decades. Global surface temperatures increased by approximately 
0.7oC from 1880-2000, and have been rising rapidly at 0.15-0.20oC per decade since the 
1970s (Hansen et al., 2010). While the warming trend likely represents responses of the 
global atmosphere to both natural and anthropogenic forcings, the latter group, driven by 
greenhouse gas concentrations and land use change, has emerged as the dominant driver 
of the warming (IPCC, 2007; Meehl et al., 2011).  For the African continent, a recent 
assessment of temperature trends since 1979 suggests that tropical temperature variations 
related to tropical forcings such as ENSO, which causes short-term warm anomalies 
throughout low latitudes, do not explain the warming, pointing to a significant 
anthropogenic contribution (Collins, 2011).  Furthermore, temperature anomalies at 
seasonal (~3-monthly) through decadal scales across East Africa show a high degree of 
correspondence with global patterns in tropical sea surface and land area temperatures 
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(Figure 5.6). Smoothed tropical land and sea surface temperature departures observed 
around the globe correlate strongly (R=0.88 for 11-month running means); remarkably, 
observations at a single site, Kericho in western Kenya, correlate almost as strongly with 
each of them (R=0.82 for sea surface temperature; R=0.87 for tropical land temperature) 
(Omumbo et al., 2011).  The time series shown in Figure 5.6 indicates the high degree of 
control that tropical climate forcings, particularly the linked ocean-atmosphere anomalies 
accompanying ENSO events, have over inter-annual temperature variability and the net 
warming trends experienced across eastern Africa.  
 

Figure 5.6 Recent trends and variability in temperature and precipitation 
(Left) Thirty years of point observations from a single site in western Kenya demonstrate a high degree of 
correspondence with global-tropical land and sea surface temperatures (SST). In this graph, the time series 
of monthly departures from 1980-2009 mean values (°C) with an 11-month moving average applied are 
shown for Kericho, Kenya (T mean, green line), global tropical sea surface temperatures between 25°S-
25°N (red line) and tropical land area mean temperature (blue line). Color bars at the bottom of the figure 
show the occurrence and duration of warm and cold ENSO events (i.e. El Niño and La Niña). The common 
patterns in the data are indicative of the significant control that global climate forcings have over 
temperature trends at annual to decadal scales in the Great Lakes Region. (Right) A recent downward trend 
has been identified in the Long Rains season across East Africa. This plot shows the time series of area-
averaged March-May precipitation departures from a 1979–2010 base period average (in mm) as compiled 
from data series utilizing rain gauges alone (GPCC) and merged analysis of station rainfall observations 
and satellite estimates (GPCP, and CAMSOPI). Sources: (left) reproduced from Omumbo et al., 2011; 
(right) reproduced from Lyon and DeWitt, 2012. 
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Analysis of multi-decadal temperature trends from long-term station observations in 
Kenya and Tanzania shows a significant rise in nocturnal minima, but no trend in diurnal 
maxima (Christy et al., 2009); these patterns therefore match signals from many other 
terrestrial environments (IPCC, 2007). The most compelling evidence from the Great 
Lakes Region that the atmosphere is in the midst of a secular trend of anomalous 
warming beyond recent experience is derived from sediments on the floor of Lake 
Tanganyika (Tierney et al., 2010) (refer to Figure 5.4). The deglaciation of East Africa’s 
highest peaks – the Rwenzori mountains and Mts. Kenya and Kilimanjaro - relate at least 
in part to the rise in atmospheric freezing level (i.e. the 0°C isotherm) accompanying the 
recent warming (Diaz et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2006), although cloud cover and 
precipitation variations are contributing factors as well (Russell et al., 2008; Mölg et al., 
2006). While the disappearing glaciers have received widespread media attention as icons 
of global climate change impacts in East Africa (Carey, 2007), their minor extent 
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suggests that their diminution is actually of little hydrological or ecological consequence 
(Kaser et al., 2004). 
&"#9./0&45.'!':#5'&-(5(0!0(./#0'&/21#
Observational studies and model simulations identify that the southern Indian Ocean is 
the primary source for water vapor that falls as rain throughout the Great Lakes Region 
(refer to Figure 5.3). Some rainfall also originates from airstreams of Atlantic origin after 
passage through the Congo basin (Latif et al., 1999; Nicholson, 2000; Tierney et al. , 
2011). Unlike temperature trends, which offer coherent and consistent patterns of 
warming across time and space, precipitation trends reported for the Great Lakes Region 
are often inconsistent with one another, making an overall assessment inconclusive (e.g. 
Stampone et al., 2011). Much of this relates to the lack of a single spatial domain being 
considered, different time windows evaluated and the overall lack of data from quality-
controlled rain gauge records. Some of the confusion may also be explained by the high 
spatial variability in precipitation seasonality recently identified by Herrmann and Mohr 
(2011) and illustrated in Figure 5.4, with net increases and decreases in rainfall being 
substantially related to local scale effects rather than external forcings alone.  
Furthermore, the differences in forcings underlying the interannual variability in the 
Short Rains, which are now well understood, and the Long Rains, which are less 
understood, suggest that their respective seasonality characteristics and trends should be 
evaluated independently (Hartter et al., in press).  New results assessing the recurrent 
failure of the Long Rains since 1999 identify a downward trend in that season’s rainfall 
and implicate a dynamic response to oceanic forcing as the dominant causative factor 
(Lyon and DeWitt, 2012) (Figure 5.6). 
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A clearer picture is derived from observations and reconstructions of the individual Great 
Lakes: owing to the integrative effects of their large basin catchments and buffering of 
hydrological inflows and outflows, these display dampened but coherent trends. As 
outlined in Chapter 1 (section 1.2), the Lake Basins each have distinct geographic 
characteristics, which are important factors in their respective responses to externally 
forced climatic variations. The lake levels display highly synchronous behavior across 
large spatial extents, though with widely differing amplitudes (Figure 5.7). Synchronous 
behavior across the Lake Basins is evident in marked rises in 1997-98 and relatively low 
lake stands in 2006, reflecting responses to the wet and dry precipitation anomalies 
discussed above, respectively. Pronounced seasonal rise and fall cycles are clearly 
evident away from the equator (at Lake Turkana in the north, and Tanganyika, Rukwa 
and Malawi/Niassa/Nyasa in the south) reflecting the unimodal precipitation seasonality. 
In contrast, Lakes Kyoga, Albert, Victoria, Edward and Kivu, where two wet and dry 
seasons occur annually, do not exhibit such signals. The individual lakes show widely 
varying rates and amplitudes of change, with Lake Turkana being the most variable 
including a measured increase of 5 meters in just 3 years (1996-99); records extending 
back to 1893 indicate that the lake has fallen approximately 20 meters from a peak 
reached at the end of the 19th century (Kallqvist et al., 1988) . Inference on long-term 
precipitation trends over East Africa derived from lake-level reconstructions suggests that 
the region is naturally prone to prolonged wet and dry epochs, and that Holocene 
variability, while seemingly large, is actually small compared to that experienced during 
glacial periods, when surface levels of Lakes Tanganyika and Malawi/Niassa/Nyasa 
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fluctuated by hundreds of meters, and Lake Victoria might have dried up and refilled 
multiple times (Gasse, 2000; Scholz et al., 2007, 2011). In contrast, Lake Tanganyika’s 
measured variations during the 20th century only ranged by 4.2 meters (Alin and Cohen, 
2003). The propensity of the lakes to experience such fluctuations implies high 
susceptibility for profound hydrological changes across the region as anthropogenic 
climate change perturbs the already unstable natural variability.   
 

Figure 5.7 Two decades of East African Great Lakes surface variations 
High temporal resolution lake level observations from satellite altimetry for nine Great Lakes between 
1992-2011.The levels indicated are departures (in m, horizontal lines) relative to the period means from 
data available for each lake. Data from Hydroweb: www.legos.obs-
mip.fr/fr/soa/hydrologie/hydroweb/Cartes/Afrique_Est. html 

 
 
Key lessons developed from studies on contemporary climatology relevant to contexts of 
21st century climate change over the Great Lakes Region can be summarized as follows: 

• A secular trend of rapidly increasing temperatures is currently in progress and 
consistent with expectations of anthropogenic greenhouse gas-induced 
warming. 

• The most significant warming in climate observations is evident in daily 
minimum temperatures, whereas daytime maxima show little evidence of a 
trend.   
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• Seasonal-annual scale temperature anomalies in East Africa follow patterns 
experienced around the global tropics that are largely the atmospheric 
response to ENSO-related warming and cooling of the equatorial Pacific 
Ocean. 

• Seasonal to inter-annual rainfall anomalies are driven by atmospheric 
circulation adjustments to linked atmosphere-ocean climate patterns well 
outside the region, involving the Pacific, Atlantic (ENSO) and Indian (IOD) 
Oceans.   

• Studies show that the seasonal Long Rains and Short Rains, which affect 
much of the Great Lakes Region, are not mirror images of one another, but 
instead distinct phenomena influenced by different forcings.  

• Short rains show a clear linkage to ENSO events and IOD events but this is 
less clear for the Long Rains which have shown an overall drying trend in the 
last two decades. 

• Lake basin hydrology, and particularly lake surface levels and temperatures, 
have a high propensity for rapid response to changing climatic conditions.   

• The responses of individual Lake Basins to climatic variability vary 
significantly due to their different basin geometries (particularly the lake-area-
to-basin-area ratios), rainfall seasonality (one vs. two wet seasons annually), 
and related characteristics that cause some lakes to have highly amplified 
responses.   

• Distinct localized climates such as the aridity and high winds of the 
Omo/Turkana Basin and the nocturnal convection over Lake Victoria 
originate from the interaction of atmospheric flows and prominent landforms.  

5.3 Predicted changes in the future climate of the Great Lakes Region 

Anticipating the future climatic states and associated consequences to biodiversity and 
human development across the Great Lakes Region requires interpretation of climate 
model projections placed in contexts of past and present climatic trends and variability. It 
also requires recognition that climate change is not a single driving force, but is the 
outcome of distinct components acting concurrently across a range of spatial and 
temporal scales. The recognized controls over East African climates developed from 
studies of past and present-day conditions suggest that three distinct types of changes 
collectively will determine climatic evolution at local to regional scales across the Great 
Lakes Region as time progresses.  
 
First, there are secular trends related to the changes in radiative forcing associated with 
the global buildup of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. These result in changes 
that occur relatively uniformly at regional scales (e.g. across East Africa), and for 
temperature increase in particular. An intensification of the hydrological cycle is in turn a 
consequence of the thermal increase due to the exponential increase in water vapor 
capacity as a function of temperature. In a warming atmosphere, this physical property of 
air increases both the intensity of precipitation and the rates of evaporation. This also 
holds for compositional changes of air itself, with the increase in CO2 and its importance 
in driving changes in photosynthesis (CO2 fertilization) occurring in proportion to current 
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levels throughout the region. The climatic changes for these relatively direct 
consequences of greenhouse gas buildup are therefore quite clear: only the rate and 
ultimate magnitude of change remain uncertain.  
 
Second, the changes in radiative forcing due to greenhouse gas buildup at global scales 
are driving changes in large-scale atmospheric and oceanic circulations that operate as 
external forcings on East African climates. As described above, such circulations (ENSO, 
IOD) have been demonstrated to be the key drivers of seasonal to inter-annual 
precipitation and temperature variability across East Africa. Coupled ocean-atmosphere 
models offer considerable insight into how the circulations and related phenomena might 
change, but confidence is far lower regarding the specific changes, especially with 
respect to the Long Rains. Therefore, until it can be clearly demonstrated how radiative 
forcing changes are likely to affect these dynamic drivers of climatic variability across 
East Africa, interpreting trends in climatic variability generated by predictive models, 
particularly for spatial and temporal distributions of rainfall, will require considerable 
caution.  
 
Finally, land use/land cover changes are significant drivers of climatic change at local 
scales, but also in aggregate for the whole region. Changes in land surface type drive 
important changes in radiative transfers, evapotranspiration and runoff. Conversion of 
forests to croplands in particular causes marked changes in climatological characteristics 
across the deforested areas. 
A comprehensive survey of findings on climate change and its impacts in Africa is 
provided in the IPCC report1 (Christensen et al., 2007), and is not repeated here. Climate 
change projections based on model output for the East Africa region can readily be 
examined at country and regional scales through the use of online display tools such as 
Climate Wizard2 and the United Nations Development Program Climate Change Country 
Profile website at Oxford University (McSweeney et al., 2010: available online at3). In 
this section we discuss results of these model projections and new research results of 
relevance to the Great Lakes Region. 
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Central to scientific investigation on climate change are ever more comprehensive and 
sophisticated environmental modeling efforts performed both according to organized 
protocols, such as the multi-model framework utilized most recently in the IPCC Fourth 
Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007), and also by many globally distributed organizations 
working more independently. Results compiled by the IPCC indicate that the global mean 
temperature response to a doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide would be an increase 
of about 3°C, and at current rates of emissions, this mark would be surpassed across East 
Africa before the end of the 21st century. Precipitation is also projected to increase 
significantly across the region, with gains of 20% or more forecast for the northern part 
of the region by the end of the century (Figure 5.8).  
 

                                                
1 www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/wg2/en/ch9.html 
2 www.climatewizard.org 
3 www.geog.ox.ac.uk/research/climate/projects/undp-cp/!
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New results for the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) 
are becoming available as of this writing; the CMIP5 model simulation will provide the 
basis for the predictive component of the forthcoming IPCC Fifth Assessment Report, 
due for release in September 2013. These simulations are being based on a set of four 
global emissions projections, the Recommended Concentration Pathways (RCPs), which 
replace the emissions scenarios used in the IPCC 2007 assessment (van Vuuren et al., 
2011). For this review we emphasize new climatological projections for the 21st century 
focused on continental Africa from the CCSM4 model as recently published in Meehl et 
al. (2011).  The models utilized in the IPCC Fourth Assessment evaluations already 
showed convergence towards common solutions for eastern Africa, which adds to 
building confidence that global climate model projections are valid guidance for regional 
planning for climate change. The new results from the CCSM4 appear to be largely 
consistent with the earlier projections.  
 
A common problem encountered when working with climate model output for many 
regions of Africa is a lack of baseline data needed to ensure that models are launched 
with proper representation of actual conditions as a starting point. Instead, interpolation 
techniques must be applied between widely separated data points, greatly smoothing out 
local climatic detail – the detail that determines many characteristics and particularities of 
local ecology. This insufficient representation is especially problematic in mountains, 
around large water bodies and other regions of complex topography, where both climatic 
and related ecological gradients are especially large. This is largely the case for much of 
the Great Lakes Region, where complex landscape configurations and widespread 
absence of verifiable point data resulting from sparse and poorly sustained climatological 
observations stand as obstacles to efforts to apply models for predicting climatic and 
ecological futures.  With the rapid improvements in environmental modeling and the 
addition of more years and improved spatial coverage of data inputs to the new sets of 
simulations, the new CMIP5 simulations should offer provide major improvements over 
the results previously available.  
 
Figure 5.8 Multimodel consensus products for temperature and precipitation from 
the IPCC (2007) assessment report 
Temperature and precipitation changes over Africa from the Multi-model Dataset simulations run under the 
A1B greenhouse gas emissions scenario, a projection of rapid economic growth with a stabilizing human 
population, as presented in the 2007 IPCC Fourth Assessment Report. (Left) Annual mean temperature 
change between 1980 to 1999 and 2080 to 2099 averaged over 21 models. (Middle) Same as left, but for 
fractional change in precipitation. (Right) Number of models out of 21 that project increases in 
precipitation. These and related results represent the consensus of modeling efforts conducted in the first 
years of the 21st century, and suggest fairly strong agreement among models on the principal climatic 
changes across East Africa at broad scales. Source: modified from Figure 11.2 of the IPCC Fourth 
Assessment Working Group One Report (Christensen et al., 2007) 
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In common with model projections for all continental landmasses, East Africa is forecast 
to continue the currently observed warming trend unabated through the course of the 21st 
century, and likely beyond.  While inter-annual variability over the region will continue 
to be dictated by external forcings from coupled atmosphere-ocean phenomena such as 
ENSO and the IOD, the secular thermal increase forced by greenhouse gas emissions 
seems inexorable. And, barring unforeseeable events such as temporary global cooling 
yielded by large injections of volcanic dust to the stratosphere, the warming will be 
irreversible for many decades to come (Solomon et al., 2009). For the Great Lakes 
Region, the major questions related to future temperatures are the rates of warming of the 
atmosphere and water bodies, and the associated consequences to human and natural 
systems. The new CCSM4 results for Africa are consistent with the previous IPCC multi-
model means, with the magnitude of warming being proportional to the modeled levels of 
anthropogenic emissions (Meehl et al., 2011) (Figure 5.9). A broader global view (not 
shown) of the CCSM4 results for 21st century temperature show that the projected 
warming in tropical Africa, while of serious concern given its magnitude, is actually 
among the lowest projected over continental areas worldwide. 
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Figure 5.9 New climate model projections for Africa. 
Model output has recently become available from some of the new simulations that will be evaluated in the 
forthcoming IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (expected in 2013). Shown here are mapped projections of 
temperature (°C) and precipitation (%) changes for Africa from simulations of the CCSM4 model for 20-
year periods centered on 2025 and 2090 compared to baseline conditions centered on 1995. The graph on 
the left side of the figure shows modeled carbon dioxide concentrations according to past SRES and new 
Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) emissions trajectories. The shaded boxes indicate the two 
time periods covered by the plotted data. The maps show in rows, from top to bottom, temperature and 
precipitation changes under RCP8.5, RCP6 and RCP2.6. Modified from material presented in Meehl et al. 
(2011). 
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As indicated in figure 5.8, there is a strong model consensus that precipitation will 
increase significant over the course of the 21st century in direct response to anthropogenic 
warming of the global atmosphere. Taken collectively, the models indicate more intense 
wet seasons, increased intensity of high rainfall events and for less severe droughts 
(Shongwe et al., 2011), but significant increases are not projected to begin for several 
decades. Significant seasonality changes are evident in model results focused on the 
Albertine Rift in the Lake Tanganyika and Malawi/Niassa/Nyasa basins, which project 
most of the annual rainfall increase to occur as a lengthening of the end of year Short 
Rains (Seimon and Picton Phillipps, 2012). New CCSM4 model results appear to be 
broadly consistent with the IPCC (2007) multimodel projections (refer to Figure 5.9). 
Such rainfall increases hold the potential to moderate hydrological stresses from 
intensifying evaporation that will attend the warming trend, but only after a multidecadal 
period of increasing hydrological drying as warming temperatures intensify evaporative 
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losses. A dissenting view challenging the value of these model-derived assertions of a 
wetter future East Africa was presented by Funk et al. (2008), who assert that empirical 
evidence linking warming of the central Indian Ocean to rainfall decreases near the East 
African coast implies a drier future for the region.  The trend for decreasing rainfall 
during the Long Rains season over the past decade across East Africa identified by Lyon 
and DeWitt (2012) is a possible indication of a developing conflict between model 
projections and observations, though this may yet prove to be a temporary trend 
associated with oceanic variability.  
To summarize, the key aspects of the consensus scenario developed from multiple model 
simulations of evolving future climatic states across the Great Lakes are as follows: 
• The current secular trend of temperatures increase will continue throughout the 21st 

century at a rate of approximately one third of a degree Celsius per decade; 
• Total annual precipitation will increase markedly across much if not all of the region 

by the end of the century, in the range of 15-20%, although the positive trend may not 
become established for several more decades; 

• Hydrological stress will initially intensify under the warmer and more variable 
climate before alleviation from large precipitation increases after several decades;  

• Precipitation intensity will increase as temperatures increases according to the 
exponential increase in the atmosphere’s water vapor carrying capacity as a function 
of temperature; 

• Precipitation seasonality will shift, especially in the southern basins, with pronounced 
increases in late-year rainfall; 

• As demonstrated in the previous section, teleconnected forcings such as ENSO and 
the IOD drive East African climatic variability, and that these forcings are therefore 
likely to be key agents in how climate change will affect present day climatic patterns 
and shape environmental, sociological and ecological changes across the region. 

Some very important caveats apply when considering the potential impacts of such 
climatic changes. While it is very encouraging that the new generation of models appears 
to be validating the consensus view put forth in the most recent 2007 IPCC report, it must 
be remembered that such model predictions are effectively experiments whose predictive 
accuracy cannot be verified for many years to come. Additional uncertainties arise from 
the potential impacts of anthropogenically driven LULC changes in the region, which are 
certain to be large in scale. However, in the absence of compelling reasons to refute these 
projections, developing planning frameworks around them appears to be a sensible course 
of action. In addition, we need to look at direct and indirect impacts of climate change, 
and abrupt and long -term impacts, on species, ecosystems, ecological processes and 
services, and not simply focus on long-term direct climate change. 
 
Another issue that is especially problematic to interests concerned with biodiversity 
conservation is that climate model output is expressed in terms of changes in climatic 
parameters, primarily temperature, precipitation and cloud cover that are difficult to 
translate directly into ecological outcomes. The utilization of dynamic vegetation models 
and other models that project changes in ecological parameters based on the changing 
climatic parameters offer conservation planners much more diverse and potentially useful 
outputs. Although these models have been criticized for being ecologically and 
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statistically naive (ignoring biotic interactions, adaptive evolution, dispersal limitation, 
and historical chance), and their application has been questioned for taxa other than 
plants (Beale et al., 2008), a recent meta-analysis reveals that changes in species 
distributions have consistently tracked temperature changes over the last few decades of 
anthropogenic global warming (Chen et al., 2011). Within the East African Region, the 
use of the Lund-Potsdam-Jena (LPJ) dynamic vegetation model (Sitch et al., 2003) has 
been demonstrated broadly (Doherty et al., 2009, 2010) and at more focused scales in the 
Albertine Rift (Picton Phillips and Seimon, 2009). Among the parameters generated as 
standard output from LPJ simulations are net primary production, hydrological runoff, 
evapotranspiration, a fire frequency indicator, carbon fluxes of vegetation and soils and 
plant functional types; several of these are discussed further in section 3.  Similar 
comprehensive suites of outputs are now being generated directly from atmospheric 
models in coupled Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) (Weber, 
2010). The application of these new tools in biodiversity conservation vulnerability and 
adaptive planning initiatives in tropical Africa is likely to increase as the diverse sets of 
data products become available, and in time, may largely obviate the need for many 
specialized modeling exercises tailored to particular landscape or purposes.  

5.4 Critical issues for biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 
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In this section, possible climate change impacts on biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 
across the Great Lakes Region are explored. The growing confidence in climate 
projections and relatively high degree of consistency among the various models supports 
the development of proactive approaches to conserve biodiversity and safeguard 
Ecosystem Services important for human livelihoods.  Across tropical Africa, the 
conservation and development communities have begun to actively incorporate climate 
change projections into vulnerability assessments of species, ecosystems, and Ecosystem 
Services (Gray, 2011; Belfiore, 2011; McClanahan et al., 2009). However, a recent 
review (Seimon et al., 2011) has shown that the effective implementation of the 
adaptation strategies that come from these vulnerability assessments is often hindered by 
a lack of comprehensive knowledge of the role of climatic variability in the social or 
ecological system of interest, and of its vulnerabilities related to climatic factors. 
Comprehensive climatic assessments cannot be determined by relatively superficial 
methodologies based on projections of temperature and precipitation changes alone, but 
should include how changing the climatic conditions will drive changes in vegetation, 
hydrology, and ecosystem functioning and human responses to such changes. The 
complexity of climate change – along with the inherent uncertainties associated with 
prediction of future climatic states – make comprehensive evaluation of risk and 
opportunities especially challenging.  
 
Major climate anomalies are significant stressors to social and ecological systems. For 
example, the spate of recent droughts in the Greater Horn of Africa, culminating in the 
near total collapse of food production across a broad region in 2011, have affected a 
region with a low-coping capacity causing a broad cascade of negative outcomes (Lyon 
and DeWitt, 2012). Conversely, the excessive rainfall early in 1997-98, when strong sea 
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surface temperature anomalies in the Pacific and Indian Oceans coincided, created 
widespread flooding and rapid increases in lake levels across East Africa (Anyamba et 
al., 2002; Conway et al., 2005). The lack of precedence for guiding future actions is 
further evident in modeling results that project local combinations of temperature and 
precipitation patterns in coming decades that are not known to exist anywhere in our past 
human experience, giving rise to new descriptors such as novel climates, and their 
ecological counterparts, no-analog communities (Williams et al., 2007; Williams and 
Jackson, 2007).  
 
For such reasons, it is clear that there is still much to learn before sufficient assessments 
of the potential impacts of climate change on biodiversity and Ecosystem Services across 
the Great Lakes Region can be completed.  To fill some of these knowledge gaps, 
inventories of species and their distributions, and of Ecosystem Services and their 
utilization by human populations, are being undertaken for much of the region (Plumptre 
et al., 2007; Platts et al., 2010; see also chapters 2 and 4 in this report).  A broad review 
of the literature shows that, generally, there are many possible ways climate change will 
impact biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (Table 1). These impacts can be divided into 
discrete acute impacts, principally extreme weather related events (e.g., storms, droughts, 
fires, extreme rainfall events), and continuous chronic impacts, such as gradual increases 
in mean temperatures or decreases in seasonal rainfall, occurring over decades. The 
interactions and consequences of climate change on biodiversity are multidimensional 
and defy simple two-dimensional illustrations although it is possible to represent some of 
the likely impacts on terrestrial and freshwater systems (Figure 5.10; refer also to Table 
5.1).  
 
There is some uncertainty about even the gradual chronic impacts, as possibilities exist 
for abrupt climate shifts that can act alone or with chronic stressors to push an ecosystem 
beyond a threshold and into another state. For example, the desertification of former 
grasslands that once covered much of the Sahara is believed to have been a tipping-point 
response to slow orbital forcings that crossed a critical threshold approximately 5,500 
years ago (Gasse, 2000). Similarly, although the Holocene has seen only minor shifts in 
orbital forcing, the paleo record for East Africa indicates that high amplitude changes 
have nonetheless occurred, causing major shifts in lake stands and other environmental 
responses.  
 
Table 5.1 General potential impacts of climate change on terrestrial and freshwater 
environments (adapted from Kingsford and Watson, 2011) 
 
Biome Component of 

environmental 
change 

Potential Impacts on biodiversity and Ecosystem Services 

Terrestrial Increased rainfall 
and intensity of 
storms  

Increased fuel loads from enhanced wet season rainfall will increase fire risk 
in following dry seasons 
Destruction of natural vegetation cover, agriculture and concomitant 
reduction in carbon stocks 

  Increased droughts 
  

Physiological tolerances are exceeded and selection is for species adapted to 
dry environments 
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   Increase in fire events may result in an increase in fire-dispersed species or 
fire adapted species (e.g. more grasslands and invasive species) 

  Increased rainfall 
variability 

Selection for species that are able to cope with wide ranges in precipitation; 
species with narrow climate envelopes may become threatened. 

 Increased crop pest problems, especially from migratory pests, as a result of 
breakdowns in biocontrol after sudden widespread rains following severe 
dry seasons and droughts 

  Rising temperature Range shifts in biota where physiological tolerances to temperature are 
exceeded. Species requiring cooler temperatures may shift towards higher 
elevations, if possible. Some loss of high elevation species (the “summit 
trap” phenomenon) 

  Increases in 
extreme 
temperatures 

Temperature extremes may exceed biotic tolerances for some species 
leading to population crashes for some species.  

  Increased fire 
(frequency and 
intensity) 

Promoted by altered vegetation communities (e.g. more grasslands and 
invasive species). Hotter fires already responsible for mass mortality (e.g. 
rainforests) 

  Alteration in the 
drivers that causes 
seasonality 

Altered phenology and migration patterns for different organisms and 
potential decoupling of key biotic interactions (trophic linkages, pollination, 
seed dispersal) 

  Increased carbon 
dioxide 

Increased productivity of some vegetation but probably limited by other 
factors (e.g. nutrient, moisture). Woody plant encroachment in grasslands. 

  Inundation of 
terrestrial 
communities via 
increased storms 

Loss of some terrestrial communities, intolerant of inundation and/or 
increasing salinity 

Freshwater 
  
  

Reduced rainfall 
intensity, changed 
seasonality, 
reduced run-off 
and reduced flow 

Aquatic biota will decline and perhaps shift their distributions.  

Spread of invasives species 

Increased rainfall Increased erosion and sedimentation on steep and de-vegetated slopes, 
reducing depth of estuarine and freshwater habitats and affecting inundation 
duration; and high loads of sediment can negatively impact aquatic species 

 Decline in wetland plants reducing propagules, and carbon stocks 
  Increased water 

temperature 
  

Increased temperature potentially beyond tolerances of freshwater biota, 
favoring generalists or invasive over native species  

  Increased eutrophication and algal blooms in inland lakes 
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Understanding the impact of human-forced climate change on species requires examining 
earth’s history and future projections, based on understanding the drivers of climate 
change (Mackey et al., 2008; Watson et al., 2011). The paleo record shows that the Great 
Lakes Region has experienced momentous climatic shifts throughout the past several 
hundred thousand years, that vegetation transitions have been recurrent, and, during the 
cool and arid states that characterized global glacial epochs in East Africa, that 
afromontane vegetation was the dominant landcover (Jolly and Haxeltine, 1997; Elenga 
et al., 2000; Marchant et al., 2006; Cohen et al., 2007). However, anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas emissions are now extending Holocene warmth towards unprecedented 
levels in million-year historical contexts, with warming rates also beyond known 
experience. Species are currently being exposed to climate change at a rate and 
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magnitude never previously experienced, with direct consequences for species 
assemblages and community composition (Watson et al., 2011).  It is believed that some 
climate patterns are already affecting migration patterns of species of birds (Beaumont et 
al., 2006). Changes in bird species’ distributions are predicted for tropical Africa as 
climate change intensifies during the course of the century (Hole et al., 2009).  
 
Terrestrial ecosystems are projected to significantly change as a result of these effects, 
with inevitable changes for the organisms that comprise them.  Results from efforts to 
model the response of African flora and fauna to projected climatic conditions indicate 
substantial range shifts (e.g. McClean et al., 2005; Simmons et al., 2005; Garcia et al., 
2011), or, in the case of a study on mountain gorillas, uncertainty over species 
vulnerability and response to climate change (Belfiore, 2010). For example, one study 
that examined temperature increases projected for the year 2100 over the Albertine Rift 
under elevated CO2 scenarios suggest that thermally-sensitive species will have to extend 
their ranges upwards by 600-720 meters in order to track conditions that they are 
accustomed to (Seimon and Picton Phillipps, 2012). However, these models are often 
limited in that they are based only on factors associated with exposure climate change, 
and do not consider adaptive capacity or sensitivity to climate change (See Watson et al., 
2011 for a discussion of the problems associated with this). There is a need to look at 
species niches in more detail and use the results to model the impacts of climate change 
on these species as well as their habitats (see Figure 5.10). The influence of competition 
between species and the impacts of competitive release or alternatively increased 
competition that may come about under climate change will affect projections of species 
ranges under future climate scenarios. A review of the literature of the impacts of climate 
change on species and ecosystems shows there is a dearth of studies, and much more 
research is needed to understand the impacts outlined in Table 1 and Fig. 10. Changes in 
rainfall and temperature will affect ecological processes such as growth, flowering, 
germination and recruitment, yet we do not have a complete understanding of how this 
will affect the flora of the Great Lakes. Key abiotic characteristics, the basic building 
blocks of a species’ fundamental niche (e.g. temperature, rainfall, cloud formation, rates 
of evapotranspiration, etc) will change and affect distribution and abundance of many 
species in unknown ways. Some of the impacts are better known than others, including 
alterations to the length of the growing season, changes to the timing of seasonal events 
(e.g. phenology), and stratification period in lakes (Parmesan and Yohe, 2003; Root et 
al., 2006) but these impacts of climate change are hard to predict, requiring detailed 
knowledge of a species’ ecology (Whittaker et al., 2005). 
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Because of the numerous ways that both species and ecosystems can be impacted by 
climate change, it is clear that the stocks and flows of Ecosystem Services will vary 
considerably with climate change, although the magnitude, rate and direction of changes 
are uncertain. Furthermore, the rapidly increasing human populations across much of the 
Great Lakes Region already place considerable stress upon many Ecosystem Services. 
The synergistic effects of combined threats complicate understandings of how Ecosystem 
Services will respond to climate change and other stressors. Few Ecosystem Services 
respond linearly to change (Barbier et al. 2009), so, models that can handle complexity 
will be needed for predictive purposes. It is beyond this chapter to assess the impacts of 
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climate change on all the Ecosystem Services outlined in chapter 4, but below we provide 
some examples of how tools such as dynamic vegetation models can provide guidance 
for conservation planning. 
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Figure 5.10 Climate change impacts and their predicted effects on species 
 (Source: Kingsford and Watson, 2011, adapted from Foden et al., 2009). 
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The products generated by dynamic vegetation models and crop models offer potential to 
provide projections of changes to biophysical parameters underlying Key Ecosystem 
Services across space and time. The projected warming and wetting of East African 
climates in coming decades is likely to have a multitude of effects, both of positive and 
negative consequences to biodiversity and humanity. While many negative impacts are to 
be expected, there are also indications that some changes may benefit certain species and 
humanity.  Modeled vegetation response to projected climate changes across East Africa 
using the LPJ dynamic vegetation model indicate substantial increases in tropical woody 
vegetation in grassland regions, large increases in net primary productivity (18-36%) and 
total carbon storage (3-13%) (Doherty et al., 2010). Such shifts could increase the 
availability of some Ecosystem Services, such as fuel provisioning and climate 
regulation, but may reduce access to other services, such as those provided by grasslands 
for grazing livestock, which may currently be important for local livelihoods. The 
Wildlife Conservation Society’s (WCS) Albertine Rift Climate Assessment Project, 
funded by the MacArthur Foundation, has generated a broad suite of products using the 
LPJ model and projections of changes in agricultural yields from crop models (Picton 
Phillipps and Seimon, 2009). Examples are offered below of how these products can 
provide guidance on the ways in which climate change will affect Key Ecosystem 
Services. In these examples, the model inputs are gridpoint means of temperature, 
precipitation and cloud cover averaged from a collection of climate models run under the 
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A2 emissions scenario and downscaled to 0.5° (~60 km) spatial resolution. As discussed 
in the sections above, the 21st century climate across the Albertine Rift region is 
characterized by rapid warming, with a net predicted change of 3.6°C by 2100, attended 
by an initially slow but then rapid increase in rainfall as the century progresses (Seimon 
and Picton Phillipps, 2012). However, it must be noted that these models do not take into 
account landuse change. 
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The potential impacts of climate change on freshwater ecosystems are of major concern 
for the Great Lakes Region. There are already considerable pressures on the freshwater 
ecosystems from diversion of water (Vörösmarty et al., 2010) and climate change is 
likely to further impact freshwater ecosystems, particularly those already affected by 
river diversions and water resource development (Avery, 2010; Kingsford, 2011). 
Increasing water scarcity combined with increasing human populations will mean that 
more freshwater ecosystems are likely to be exploited for satisfying basic human needs 
such as hygiene, cooking, and drinking water. There will also be considerable pressure on 
water resource exploitation for agricultural production within the region to meet food 
markets that depend on irrigation development. However, making specific predictions 
about the nature of future changes in water supply in different locations throughout the 
region is complicated by the fact that studies from a variety of basins in Africa indicate 
that water supply will change non-linearly with changes in precipitation (de Wit and 
Stankiewicz, 2006). 
 
The LPJ product for hydrological runoff offers improvements over products derived from 
climate models alone since LPJ incorporates additional factors such as water uptake by 
vegetation, soil percolation, evapotranspiration and CO2 fertilization effects on vegetation 
as greenhouse gas buildup proceeds over time. For the Albertine Rift study we plotted 
annual runoff changes for the years 2030, 2060 and 2090 relative to a baseline set in 1990 
(Figure 5.11). These results suggest a nonlinear runoff response (from steadily increasing 
greenhouse gas) increases with considerable spatial variability. Initially, runoff 
reductions are shown across large areas of the modeled region with other regions 
experiencing minor increases. By 2060 light to moderate increases dominate, and by 
2090 moderate to very large increases in runoff are shown for the entire domain. Such 
changes would have considerable impacts on hydrological processes, and fresh water 
ecology, among other things. The results also demonstrate that changes in climatic 
conditions forced by steadily increasing greenhouse gases could yield widely differing 
outcomes across space, even in adjacent landscapes. The focused Albertine Rift results 
are similar to broader regional results for an East African domain encompassing the Great 
Lakes Region, where total runoff increases averaging 19% relative to baseline means is 
projected for the end of the century under the A2 emissions scenario (Doherty et al., 
2010). 
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Figure 5.11 Total runoff changes in the Albertine Rift 
Projected changes in hydrological runoff for the Albertine Rift corridor generated by the Lund-Potsdam-
Jena (LPJ) dynamic vegetation model run with downscaled multi-model inputs. Source: WCS Albertine 
Rift Climate Assessment (all products available at www.albertinerift.org/Challenges/ClimateChange/tabid/ 
7525/Default.aspx) 
 

 
 
Among impacts that might be experienced by such changes in runoff are the following:  

• Wetland ecosystems.  Freshwater wetlands are of critical importance to 
biodiversity and many human communities. The initial reduction in runoff 
might indicate increased potential for desiccation of wetlands; conversely, the 
excessive runoff projected throughout the Albertine Rift in the latter part of 
the century would introduce the potential for inundation of many key 
wetlands, and markedly changed hydrology, sediment loads and nutrient 
transport that could, in turn, greatly affect fish populations, tourism potential, 
and other services that wetlands provide.  

• Lakes and rivers. Given the high sensitivity of East Africa lake levels to 
climatic perturbation, the results suggest that a multidecadal period of falling 
lake levels is underway that should reverse by mid-century, with large and 
rapid rises occurring thereafter that may exceed levels observed in recent 
experience. Critically needed are investigations into how the individual great 
lakes, major rivers and other water bodies will respond. In particular, these 
runoff projections pose potential challenges to hydropower generation, which 
could have major impacts on national economies and human development. 
Initial reductions in lake levels and river flows could reduce generation 
potential, whereas the excessive runoff projected later in the century may 
overwhelm existing facilities or require reestablishment at new sites. Climate 
change means that planning for new hydropower generation projects 
throughout the Great Lakes Region (e.g. Rusumo Falls Dam on the border of 
Rwanda and Tanzania; Gibe III Dam on Omo River in Ethiopia, or Rusizi III 
Dam between Rwanda and DR-Congo) must take into account the strong 
potential for climate change to cause significant differences in water flows 
when compared to current conditions.  

The implications of these projected runoff changes for Ecosystem Services such as food 
production from fisheries and agriculture, and energy production, for example, are critical 
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areas for further investigation. There are important caveats that apply when interpreting 
such results. The spatial resolution shown, while improved over climate model output, is 
still very coarse relative to the scales of most ecological processes and human activities. 
Furthermore, the runoff product references potential vegetation distributions according to 
climatic conditions rather than actual landcover. The compounding effects of human 
extraction and diversions of water and land use/land cover change will all act 
synergistically with the climate-driven changes to create runoff patterns that might differ 
considerably from those driven by climate changes alones. 
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The LPJ model generates a variety of products related to vegetation changes projected to 
occur in response to climate change and the buildup of atmospheric CO2. It is limited in 
that it only examines elements associated with exposure to climate change and does not 
consider sensitivity, adaptive capacity and human land use. However, it offers 
considerable insights into processes that cannot be determined through climate models 
alone.  For example, across East Africa, LPJ simulations run under inputs from a range of 
climate models all show substantial replacement of grasslands by woody vegetation by 
the end of the century (Doherty et al., 2010). In the Albertine Rift, the models show a 
major transition in Plant Functional Type (PFT) projected for the southern half of the 
domain. The currently dominant deciduous forest (PFT class: “Tropical Broadleaved 
Raingreen Trees”) is projected to decline in coverage and be replaced by evergreen 
rainforest (PFT class: “Tropical Broadleaved Evergreen Trees”) currently dominant only 
in the northern part of the Rift region (Figure 5.12).  
 
Figure 5.12 Explicit model projection of a major vegetation change from climate 
change 
Changes in Plant Functional Type (PFT) predicted by the LPJ model run using multi-model climate output 
under the A2 greenhouse gas emissions scenario over the Albertine Rift region for two dominant classes in 
tropical Africa. Shown are changes in fractional coverage (range from -1.0 to 1.0) for PFT classes Tropical 
Broadleaved Raingreen Trees (top row) and Tropical Broadleaved Evergreen Trees (bottom row) for the 
years 2030, 2060 and 2090 relative to baseline conditions in 1990. These results indicate a process of 
replacement of predominantly deciduous vegetation by evergreen forests during the course of the century 
across the southern half of the region encompassing the Lake Tanganyika basin. Data is from the WCS 
Albertine Rift Climate Assessment. 
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Such changes have widespread implications for biodiversity and Ecosystem Services as 
greenhouse gas forcing may promote important redistributions of vegetation. Such 
implications include: 

• Changes in climate regulation through carbon storage and sequestration: 
Forest composition changes are likely along with changes in Net Primary 
Production (NPP), and may affect standing carbon stocks and the carbon 
sequestration potential of the landscapes.  However, data on NPP is severely 
limited for Africa, complicating efforts to predict these changes (Malhi et al., 
2011). 

• Changes in timber products and non-timber forest products (NTFPs): 
Changes in forest composition could impact livelihood practices and 
enterprises currently tied to specific forest species found in deciduous forests. 
Shifts from deciduous forests to evergreen forests could affect species used 
for fuelwood, construction materials, medicinal uses of forests, and food. In 
some cases, species used for purposes, such as fuelwood, may be more 
substitutable than species used for medicinal purposes, for example (Brown et 
al., 2011). 

• Hydrological Cycling:  Evergreen versus deciduous trees may have different 
water and nutrient budgets, so, these shifts may impact water availability at 
different points in the year (see Asbjornsen et al., 2011). 

• Dispersal/pollination: Changes in floral composition will likely influence 
populations of dispersers and/or pollinators that may be very important for 
honey, wild foods, crops and for forest functioning in general (Kjøhl et al., 
2011; Munyuli, 2011).  In addition, species that play critical roles in dispersal 
and pollination may be directly affected by climate change, as discussed 
previously.  
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Many of the same caveats outlined above apply in this context as well particularly with 
regard to the model’s land surface characterization that does not incorporate actual land 
surface patterns, which for a considerable part of the Albertine Rift region is heavily 
modified by human activities. Also, there is evidence that increased carbon dioxide levels 
from anthropogenic emissions favor woody plant growth (Ainsworth and Long, 2005) 
and may promote conversions of grassland savannahs to scrublands in Africa (Bond et 
al., 2003). Furthermore, other changes may be occurring independently or synergistically, 
such as the proliferation of invasive species such as Lantana camara, an ornamental bush 
introduced to East Africa, across savannah ecosystems (Plumptre et al., 2010).  These 
changes could influence the availability of Ecosystem Services such as fuelwood, fibers, 
medicine, food, pollination, and water regulation services. 
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In common with much of the Great Lakes Region, human populations of the Albertine 
Rift are dependent upon subsistence agriculture for sustaining livelihoods and nutritional 
needs.  The associated land use patterns, and conversion of wild lands for agricultural 
purposes to serve a growing population, are among the most serious threats to region’s 
biodiversity (Plumptre,  2012).  Furthermore, the regional dependence on rain-fed crops 
for cultivation and pastures for livestock grazing and related thermal tolerances of both 
crops and livestock creates high susceptibility for agricultural practices to be significantly 
affected by climate change. While coping with climate variability is certainly not a new 
problem for African farmers, existing coping mechanisms may be overwhelmed by the 
challenges that are likely to emerge as the climate changes in the future (Thornton et al., 
2009).  
 
In consequence, there are likely to be substantial shifts in the patterns of African cropping 
and livestock keeping by the middle of the century (Jones and Thornton,  2009; Thornton 
et al., 2009). Conditions in some regions of East Africa, particularly in the highlands, 
may promote yields increases of some key cultivars (Doherty et al., 2010). However, 
model results run under severe warming of a 4-5°C increase show reductions in the 
length of growing period for all of southern Africa up to the Lake Malawi/Niassa/Nyasa 
basin by more than 20% relative to the present (Thornton et al., 2011). The highland 
regions of Kenya and Tanzania are the only regions that show substantial gains (5-20%) 
in length of growing periods – a potential benefit to the region’s human populations -- 
presumably from the strong increases in precipitation amount projected to accompany the 
warming.  For the Albertine Rift, the WCS project utilized a crop yield model, the 
Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT) (ICASA,  2007) to 
simulate the responses of two cultivars, maize and phaseolus beans, and a cultivated 
forage grass, Brachiaria decumbens, a species native to central and East Africa at 
altitudes ranging from 500 to 2,300 m above sea leave, widely distributed and used as 
cattle feed (Figure 5.13). The DSSAT model results show high spatial variation, with 
well-defined patterns of gains and reductions in yield for maize, beans and B. decumbens 
by late in the century; these changes only relate to changes in potential yield across space, 
as they consider neither improvements in cultivation practices, such as anticipated 
widespread application of Green Revolution technologies, nor present-day land coverage 
of these cultivars and limiting factors such as soils.  
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Among possible consequences from climate change impacts on food provision and 
agriculture derived from these model results and other climate-related factors are the 
following: 

• Agricultural yield. The model depicts substantial losses for maize and bean 
yields throughout the Albertine Rift as climatic conditions become 
increasingly unfavorable by late in the century, with the exception of central 
parts of the domain (in Rwanda, Burundi and eastern DR-Congo), which are 
highly elevated and therefore cooler. These results suggests that replacement 
crops will become necessary over time to sustain food security in areas 
depending upon these and related cultivars.  

• Livelihoods and nutrition. The results for maize and beans contrasts greatly 
with the projections for B. decumbens, which benefits significantly under the 
warming and moistening climates registered in yield increases of more than 
1,000 kg ha-1 across large parts of the region, although significant reductions 
in yield are also registered in some areas, most notably across the southeast 
and southwestern parts of the Rift region.  The changes for B. decumbens are 
directly related to livestock carrying capacity, and, taken at face value, imply 
that livelihoods based around livestock rearing will become increasingly 
attractive as cultivation becomes increasingly challenged by climate change.  
Expansion of pastoral activities may be hindered, however, by the 
replacement of grasslands by woody scrublands (Doherty et al., 2010). 
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Figure 5.13 Examples of dynamic vegetation modeling of agriculture 
Albertine Rift region yield changes (kg per hectare) of maize, phaseolus beans and the pasture grass 
Brachiaria decumbens between the years 2000 and 2090 under the SRES A2 emissions scenario. Source: 
WCS Albertine Rift Climate Assessment Project. 

 
 

• Wildlands conversion to farmland. The building stresses upon cultivation 
appear to be maximized at lower elevation, particularly in the densely 
populated areas proximal to the region’s great lakes. At the same time, 
highland areas currently occupied by some of the region’s remaining stands of 
montane forest are shown to offer increasing potential for cultivation, which 
may exacerbate current pressures on these forests which are being converted 
to farmlands to feed a rapidly growing human population (Plumptre, 2012; 
Belfiore, 2010). This in turn has negative implications for iconic species such 
as the mountain gorilla, which is critical for tourism. 

• Fisheries. Another major concern for food provisioning across the Great 
Lakes Region are the impacts of lake surface warming. As demonstrated from 
well-resolved observations in Lake Tanganyika and Lake 
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Malawi/Niassa/Nyasa, the differential warming rates between lake surface and 
deep waters promotes thermal stabilization, which reduces nutrient transport 
to the surface lowering overall productivity, and thus is expected to reduce the 
yields of fisheries (Verburg and Hecky, 2009; Tierney et al., 2010), which are 
critical source of protein and income for communities living in and around the 
lakes (Gray, 2011). 

5.5 Conclusions 

 
The growing certainty over the seriousness of climate change threats in tropical Africa 
has prompted responses across a spectrum of interests in conservation and development. 
These concern both mitigation efforts to slow the rate of change through actions such as 
reducing greenhouse gas emitting practices like deforestation; and adaptation efforts to 
change existing practices and planning to produce more sustainable outcomes in the face 
of increasing climatic stress. This conservation strategy for the Great Lakes Region 
recognizes the high degree of importance for climate change to be an integral component 
of all work looking forward. Climate change and its impacts in eastern Africa are highly 
dynamic research arenas encompassed within a wide range of scientific disciplines. In 
preparing this chapter we have therefore made efforts to utilize the most recent reference 
material and original sources as much as possible rather than existing compilations. The 
most recent 2007 IPCC report remains a valid and useful compilation of findings, 
although the next report planned for publication in 2013 should offer considerable 
advances and refinements.  The application of dynamic vegetation models in the 
Albertine Rift and elsewhere already demonstrates that highly informative products for 
conservation applications can be generated from climate model output but more is 
needed. Further improvements in climate and earth system modeling will provide the 
conservation and development communities with increasingly powerful tools, though 
effective conservation planning and management for climate change will require the 
merging of guidance developed from these tools with locally developed knowledge and 
understanding of site-specific contexts. 
 
In this chapter, the review of past climate behavior places contemporary conditions in 
longer term perspective and provides a reference base for gauging the degree of anomaly 
of predicted climate changes. Contemporary climatology and climate trends show how 
linked atmospheric-oceanic circulations are the principal drivers of climatic variability in 
East Africa.  The examination of future climate identifies that a relatively consistent and 
coherent set of predictions of multi-decadal changes has emerged in model simulations 
that project a much warmer and wetter future for East Africa. Species and ecological 
systems across the region have experienced - and survived - large climate changes before. 
However, the rate of current change, and the magnitude of changes predicted have not 
been experienced for millions of years. Furthermore, climate change is occurring against 
a backdrop of other profound changes driven by human activity across the Africa.  
 
The advances in climatological knowledge have been significant, but much remains to be 
resolved. One particularly important issue that still needs to be clarified by the climate 
research community is the strong trend for decreasing rainfall in the March-May Long 
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Rains season that appears to stand in opposition with climate model projections that call 
for increases in rainfall over time (Funk et al., 2008).  This downward trend relates to 
decade-scale variability influenced by Pacific Ocean sea surface temperature patterns 
(Lyon and DeWitt, 2012). This raises the possibility that reversal of the Pacific pattern, 
which could occur at any time, may act in concert with secular trends towards a wetter 
climate and cause an abrupt shift to sustained wet conditions and corresponding jump in 
lake stands and river flows to levels above recent experience. 
 
The chapter has highlighted the limited knowledge on the potential impacts climate 
change will have on species, ecosystems, and ecological processes, which generate 
Ecosystem Services that are critically important for people living throughout the region. 
More research is needed to understand spatial and temporal distributions of biodiversity 
and Ecosystem Services, and how they may be impacted by climate change. This 
information then can be integrated into vulnerability assessments that will enable 
effective long-term planning. We need to move away from climate models that 
exclusively focus on exposure to climate change without incorporating other aspects of 
vulnerability, such as acclimation, interspecific interactions, dispersal limitations and 
adaptive capacity (Corlett, 2011; Dawson et al., 2011; Rowland et al., 2011). A process 
of assessing vulnerability by integrating mechanistic, empirical and observation 
methodologies is needed to provide more accurate adaptation options (Dawson et al., 
2011). Given both the uncertainty in projected future climates and the uncertainty 
inherent in most relevant ecological forecasting approaches, use of these models need to 
incorporate meaningful uncertainty (Watson et al., 2011). 
 
Based on the findings and discussion on climate change outlined in this chapter, we 
conclude by offering the following recommendations to those concerned with 
biodiversity conservation and the services it provides to humanity across the Great Lakes 
Region. 

! The need for integrating climate change in all forms of planning.  Given the 
strong evidence for human-intensified warming and model projections of further 
changes, it is now imperative that long-term conservation and development 
planning for the African Great Lakes Region incorporates projections of future 
states of the environment as it responds to climate change and humanity’s 
responses to these changes. Conservation and development planners should 
identify potential climate change impacts in landscapes and sites of concern that 
are the direct consequence of climate changes as well as the indirect impacts that 
will be largely mediated through human response. 

! The need to understand all the components that human-forced climate 
change presents. Conservation interests should recognize how climate change is 
a collective effect of different factors acting concurrently. We believe there are 
three broad components: the secular trends forced by the buildup of 
anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, changes in climatic variability caused 
by responses of external factors that influence East African climates, and the local 
effects of land cover changes related to human activity. To date most assessments 
only really consider the secular trends.   
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! The need for basin scale climate change assessments. The high spatial 
variability of climate across the Great Lakes Region, and distinct basin 
morphology, biogeography and hydrology of each of the major watersheds, point 
to the need for each basin to be assessed individually for its climate change 
sensitivity and response.  

! The need to understand the direct impacts climate change has on biodiversity 
and the biophysical environment. There is a fundamental need to ascertain a 
baseline of how species, ecosystems, and ecological processes are currently 
affected by climate change to understand how Ecosystem Services will be 
affected by future changes. We also need to undertake forecast climatic conditions 
at high spatial resolution across the Great Lakes Region to serve conservation 
planning needs. These forecasts need to be robust in that they take into account 
exposure, adaptive capacity and sensitivity components. There is also a need to 
identify the tipping points of species, ecosystems, and ecological processes to 
stressors associate with climate change so that we can avoid crossing critical 
thresholds, beyond which it may difficult and costly to restore or find substitutes 
for important Ecosystem Services.  

! The need to understand the indirect responses from human action. There is a 
need to develop planning systems/mechanisms through tools that integrate climate 
scenarios and associated impacts on biodiversity and biophysical environments 
with anticipated human responses under different socioeconomic development 
and population trajectories.  

! The need to understand the response of other threats to climate change. 
There is a need to improve understanding on how current threatening processes 
such as invasive species, mining, land use, diseases of humans, livestock and 
wildlife will change under different climate change forecasts.  

! The need to integrate monitoring into planning and vulnerability 
assessments. There is a clear need to increase efforts to develop on the ground 
observations for species, ecosystems, and ecological processes and the Ecosystem 
Services they generate within KBAs and other areas of high conservation concern. 
However, these efforts need to be linked with a planning framework that allows 
this knowledge to lead to adaptive management. A good example of how 
monitoring can be integrated into a planning framework is outlined in Figure 5.14. 

! The need to test different adaptation solutions. While it is clear that ensuring 
the resilience of populations of biodiversity and Ecosystem Services is an 
important objective to overcome the challenges climate change presents, we are 
still unsure which long term adaptation activities will work, and what the cultural, 
spatial and temporal dimensions are likely to affect this success. Across the Great 
Lakes Region, different adaptation activities are currently being considered, from 
fully protecting Key Ecosystem Services (e.g. those associated with watersheds) 
to managing off-reserve land for carbon or agriculture. Such activities will have 
trade-offs in terms of achieving their overall objectives and we need a platform to 
assess the array of possible adaptation activities that are currently being 
implemented or planned to be implemented, to work out what works and what 
does not.  
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! The need to undertake ‘no regrets’ actions now. The heavily fragmented 
landscapes today greatly limit such opportunities for the future, so ensuring 
connectivity among KBAs, especially those with longstanding protected area 
status such as national parks, should be seen as a critical ‘no regrets’ action. 
Connectivity along elevational gradients in mountainous terrain will be 
particularly important. Pressure on for conversion of wetlands and highland 
forests for cultivation and other purposes is also likely to increase as climate 
change intensifies over time.  Both types of habitat are and will be critically 
important for sustaining biodiversity and also for ecosystem service provision. 
Protecting these habitats, particularly those identified as KBAs that currently lack 
formal protection status, should therefore be seen as priorities in contexts of 
climate change. 
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Figure 5.14 The Adaptation for Conservation Targets (ACT) framework 
The structure of the Adaptation for Conservation Targets (ACT) framework as presented in Cross 
et al. (in review). An online description of this framework can be found at 
http://www.cakex.org/virtual-library/2285 
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7# $'Q^)*&';&-!T#-!_#!N#!_)<0'>%+,-!"($0*/-!56""8!.C),?0*)<)4%C/<!/0:/&C;'!/&0!/HH<%C/+%)&'!%&!H</&+L(/+;*!
*;</+%)&'!*;';/*C,8!/!*;:%;(#!:);160*$)<$%*06($>3)*)+'.!S8!K@55!

J# $:;*?-!1#-!56"68!T?0*)<)4%C/<!%>H/C+'!)=!.+,%)H%/`'!B>)!Q/'%&!)&!a;&?/`'!3/O;!PI*O/&/!(/+;*!<;:;<'!b!
=%',;*%;'#!!N;H)*+#!$=*%C/&!c;:;<)H>;&+!Y/&O-!PI&%'#!

M# Y/*Q%;*-!.#!Y#-!;+!/<#-!566Z8!A)/'+/<!;C)'?'+;>@Q/';0!>/&/4;>;&+!(%+,!&)&<%&;/*!;C)<)4%C/<!=I&C+%)&'!/&0!
:/<I;'#!?3,"63"-!K"R8K5"LK5K#!

Z# Y/++%'+%-!c#1#!/&0!N#3#!\/?<)*!N#3#-!566R8!T%'+)*%C/<!(/*&%&4'!)=!=I+I*;!=))0!%&';CI*%+?!(%+,!I&H*;C;0;&+;0!
';/')&/<!,;/+#!?3,"63"!K5K85S6L5SS!

R# Y;/I>)&+-!3#![#-!UC$<</&-!d#!$#!9#!/&0!TI4,;'-!3#-!566J8!$!>/++;*!)=!+%>%&48!C,/&4;'!%&!+,;!=%*'+!0/+;!)=!
/**%:/<!/&0!</'+!0/+;!)=!0;H/*+I*;!)=!$I'+*/<%/&!>%4*/+)*?!Q%*0'#!@*)A0*$=&06+"$B,)*)+'!"58!"KKRL"K7S!

"6# Y;<=%)*;-!\#U-!D;0#F-!56"68!P,;!d>H<%C/+%)&'!)=!_<)Q/<!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!=)*!U)I&+/%&!_)*%<</!A)&';*:/+%)&#!
$=*%C/&!9%<0<%=;!E)I&0/+%)&-!+,;!d&+;*&/+%)&/<!_)*%<</!A)&';*:/+%)&!2*)4*/>>;-!/&0!.C)$0/H+#!!

""# Y</CO-!.#-![#!1<%&4)-![#!/&0!a#N#!1H;*Q;*-!566K8!$&!)Q';*:/+%)&/<!'+I0?!)=!+,;!*;</+%)&',%H!Q;+(;;&!;eC;''%:;<?!
'+*)&4!',)*+!*/%&'!%&!C)/'+/<!./'+!$=*%C/!/&0!d&0%/&!BC;/&!11P#!5)6(&*'$7"0(&"1$8"9,"#-!"K"8!MSLRS!

"5# Y)O)-!U#-!d#!\%/&4-!$#!\?)&4-!A#!X)4;<-!$#!_%+,;O)-!U#!U;0/&?-!Y#!B'>/&@.</',/-!N#!P/Q)!/&0!2#!f/&0/-!
566M8!$=*%C/#!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!566M8!d>H/C+'-!$0/H+/+%)&!/&0!XI<&;*/Q%<%+?#!A)&+*%QI+%)&!)=!9)*O%&4!_*)IH!dd!
+)!+,;!E)I*+,!$'';''>;&+!N;H)*+!)=!+,;!d&+;*4):;*&>;&+/<!2/&;<!)&!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;-!U#3#!2/**?-!B#E#!
A/&V%/&%-![#2#!2/<I+%O)=-!2#[#!:/&!0;*!3%&0;&!/&0!A#.#!T/&')&-!.0'#-!A/>Q*%04;!g&%:;*'%+?!2*;''-!A/>Q*%04;!
ga-!SKK@SJM#!!

"K# Y)&0-!9#[#-!_#E#!U%04<;?!/&0!E#d#!9))0(/*0-!E#d#-!566K8!P,;!%>H)*+/&C;!)=!<)(!/+>)'H,;*%C!AB5!/&0!=%*;!%&!
H*)>)+%&4!+,;!'H*;/0!)=!4*/''</&0'!/&0!'/:/&&/'#!@*)A0*$=&06+"$B,)*)+'.!R8!RMKLRZ5!!

"S# Y)&&;=%<<;-!N#!/&0!E#!A,/<h;-!56668!2)<<;&@%&=;**;0!H*;C%H%+/+%)&!+%>;@';*%;'!=*)>!;iI/+)*%/<!>)I&+/%&'-!
$=*%C/-!+,;!</'+!S6!O?*!Y2#!:);160*$)<$=*,40("-!5J-!57L76!

"7# Y*)(&-!a#!$#-!E<?&&-!c#-!$Q*/>-!\#-!d&4*/>-![#A#-![),&')&-!1#.#-!/&0!9*%4,+-!2#-!56""8!$'';''%&4!\/+I*/<!
N;')I*C;!g';!Q?!E)*;'+@N;<%/&+!A)>>I&%+%;'!%&!U/0/4/'C/*!g'%&4!EI&C+%)&/<!c%:;*'%+?!/&0!EI&C+%)&/<!
N;0I&0/&C?!U;+*%C'#!%C)?$D6"-!J8!;5S"6M!

"J# A/>Q;*<%&-!2#-!"RRM8!N/%&=/<<!$&)>/<%;'!%&!+,;!1)I*C;!N;4%)&!)=!+,;!\%<;!/&0!P,;%*!A)&&;C+%)&!(%+,!+,;!
d&0%/&!1I>>;*!U)&'))&#!:);160*$)<$=*,40("-!"6-!"KZ6L"KR5#!

"M# A/>Q;*<%&-!2#-![/&%C)+-!1#-!2)CC/*0-!d#-!566"8!1;/')&/<%+?!/&0!/+>)'H,;*%C!0?&/>%C'!)=!+,;!+;<;C)&&;C+%)&!
Q;+(;;&!$=*%C/&!*/%&=/<<!/&0!+*)H%C/<!';/@'I*=/C;!+;>H;*/+I*;8!$+</&+%C!:'#!.\1B#!E6("160(,)60*$:);160*$)<$
=*,40()*)+'-!5"8!RMKL"667!

"Z# A/>Q;*<%&-!2#-!Y#!E)&+/%&;-!1#!3)I:;+-!2#!B;++<%-!2#!X/<%>Q/-!56"68!A<%>/+;!$0^I'+>;&+'!):;*!$=*%C/!
$CC)>H/&?%&4!+,;!d&0%/&!U)&'))&!B&';+#!:);160*$)<$=*,40("-!5K-!56SML56JS!

"R# A/>Q;*<%&-!2#-!\#!2,%<%HH)&-!56658!P,;!./'+!$=*%C/&!U/*C,LU/?!N/%&?!1;/')&8!$'')C%/+;0!$+>)'H,;*%C!
c?&/>%C'!/&0!2*;0%C+/Q%<%+?!):;*!+,;!"RJZLRM!2;*%)0#!:);160*$)<$=*,40("-!$!-!"665L"6"R!

56# A/*;?-!U#-!566M8!P,;!T%'+)*?!)=!dC;8!T)(!_</C%;*'!Y;C/>;!/&!.&0/&4;*;0!1H;C%;'#!>69,1)64"6(0*$F,-()1'!"58!
SRM@75M!

5"# A,*%'+;&';&-![#T#-!Y#!T;(%+')&-!$#!YI'I%)C-!$#!A,;&-!W#!_/)-!d#!T;<0-!N#![)&;'-!N#a#!a)<<%-!9#@P#!a()&-!N#!
3/H*%';-!X#!U/4/]/!NI;0/-!3#!U;/*&'-!A#_#!U;&j&0;V-![#!Nk%'k&;&-!$#!N%&O;-!$#!1/**!/&0!2#!9,;++)&-!566M8!
N;4%)&/<!A<%>/+;!2*)^;C+%)&'#!d&8!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!566M8!P,;!2,?'%C/<!1C%;&C;!Y/'%'#!A)&+*%QI+%)&!)=!9)*O%&4!
_*)IH!d!+)!+,;!E)I*+,!$'';''>;&+!N;H)*+!)=!+,;!d&+;*4):;*&>;&+/<!2/&;<!)&!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!l1)<)>)&-!1#-!
c#!m%&-!U#!U/&&%&4-!n#!A,;&-!U#!U/*iI%'-!a#Y#!$:;*?-!U#!P%4&)*!/&0!T#3#!U%<<;*!D;0'#Fo#!A/>Q*%04;!g&%:;*'%+?!
2*;''-!A/>Q*%04;-!g&%+;0!a%&40)>!/&0!\;(!f)*O-!\f-!g1$#!!

55# A,*%'+?-![#N#-!9#!Y#!\)**%'-!/&0!N#!P#!UC\%0;*-!566R8!1I*=/C;!+;>H;*/+I*;!:/*%/+%)&'!%&!;/'+!$=*%C/!/&0!
H)''%Q<;!C/I';'#!:);160*$)<$=*,40("-!55-!KKS5LKK7J!
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5K# A),;&-!$#1#-!1+)&;-![#N#-!Y;I&%&4-!a#N#U#-!2/*O-!3#.#-!N;%&+,/<-!2#\#-!c;++>/&-!c#-!1C,)<V-!A#$#-![),&')&-!P#A#-!
a%&4-![#9#-!P/<Q)+-!U#N#-!Y*)(&-!.#P#-!d:)*?-!1#[#-!566M#!.C)<)4%C/<!A)&';iI;&C;'!)=!./*<?!3/+;!2<;%'+)C;&;!
U;4/0*)I4,+'!%&!P*)H%C/<!$=*%C/#!%1)3""G,6+-$)<$(&"$!0(,)60*$H30G"4'$)<$?3,"63"$I?H.!"6S-!"JS55L"JS5M!

5S# A)<<%&'-![#U#-!56""8!P;>H;*/+I*;!X/*%/Q%<%+?!):;*!$=*%C/#!:);160*$)<$=*,40("-!#A-!KJSRLKJJJ!
57# A)<<'-!$#-!\#!$',-!/&0!\#!dOO/</-!566R8!.C)'?'+;>@Q/';0!$0/H+/+%)&8!/!&/+I*/<!*;'H)&';!+)!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;#!

_</&0-!1(%+V;*</&08!dgA\#!!!
5J# A)&(/?-!c#-!.#!$<<%')&-!N#!E;<'+;/0!/&0!U#!_)I<0;&-!56678!N/%&=/<<!:/*%/Q%<%+?!%&!./'+!$=*%C/8!%>H<%C/+%)&'!=)*!

&/+I*/<!*;')I*C;'!>/&/4;>;&+!/&0!<%:;<%,))0'#!%&,*)-)2&,30*$J106-03(,)6-$)<$(&"$8)'0*$?)3,"('$H-!KJK8!SRL
7S!!

KL/ A)*<;++-!N#-!56""8!d>H/C+'!)=!(/*>%&4!)&!+*)H%C/<!<)(</&0!*/%&=)*;'+'#!J1"6G-$,6$>3)*)+'$06G$>9)*;(,)6-!5J8!
J6J@J"K$

5Z# A*)''-!U#!1#-!.#!1#!n/:/<;+/-!c#!Y/C,;<;+-!U#!3#!Y*))O'-!A#!$#!E#!.&iI%'+-!.#!E<;%',>/&-!3#!_*/I><%C,-!A#!N#!
_*):;'-!3#!T/&&/,-!3#!T/&';&-!_#!T/?(/*0-!U#!a))H>/&-![#![#!3/(<;*-![#!U/<C)<>-![#!\)*04*;&-!Y#!2;+;*';&-!c#!
1C)++-!1#!3#!1,/=;*-!U#!N#!1,/(-!/&0!_#!U#!P/Q)*#!-!&#0#8!$0/H+/+%)&!=)*!A)&';*:/+%)&!P/*4;+'!D$APF!
E*/>;()*O8!$!+))<!=)*!%&C)*H)*/+%&4!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;!%&+)!&/+I*/<!*;')I*C;!C)&';*:/+%)&!/&0!>/&/4;>;&+#!d&!
*;:%;(#!

5R# c/(')&!P#2#-![/CO')&!1#P#-!T)I';![#d#-!2*;&+%C;!d#A#-!U/C;!_#U#-!56""8!Y;?)&0!H*;0%C+%)&'8!Q%)0%:;*'%+?!
C)&';*:/+%)&!%&!/!C,/&4%&4!C<%>/+;#!?3,"63"-!KK58!7K@7Z!

K6# 0;U;&)C/<-!2#Y#-!B*+%V-![#-!_I%<0;*')&-!P#-!$0O%&'-![#E#-!1/*&+,;%&-!U#-!Y/O;*-!3#-!f/*I'%&'O?-!U#-!56668!$Q*IH+!
)&';+!/&0!+;*>%&/+%)&!)=!+,;!$=*%C/&!TI>%0!2;*%)08!*/H%0!C<%>/+;!*;'H)&';'!+)!4*/0I/<!%&')</+%)&!=)*C%&4#!
M;0("1601'$?3,"63"$8"9,"#-!"R8!KSMLKJ"!

K"# 0;!9%+-!U#-!/&0![#!1+/&O%;(%CV-!566J8!A,/&4;'!%&!'I*=/C;!(/+;*!'IHH<?!/C*)''!$=*%C/!(%+,!H*;0%C+;0!C<%>/+;!
C,/&4;#!?3,"63"-!K""8!"R"ML"R5"!!

K5# c%/V-!T#-!T);*<%&4-!U#2#!b!.%'C,;%0-![#a#!D566"F!.\1B!:/*%/Q%<%+?-!+;<;C)&&;C+%)&'!/&0!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;#!d&+#![#!
A<%>/+)<#!5"-!"ZS7L!"ZJ5#!

KK# c%/V-!T#E#-!.%'C,;%0-![#a#-!cI&C/&-!A#-!Y*/0<;?-!N#1#-!566K8!X/*%/Q%<%+?!)=!=*;;V%&4!<;:;<'-!>;<+%&4!';/')&!
%&0%C/+)*'!/&0!'&)(!C):;*!=)*!';<;C+;0!,%4,!;<;:/+%)&!/&0!C)&+%&;&+/<!*;4%)&'!%&!+,;!</'+!76!?;/*'#!=*,40(,3$
=&06+"-!7R8!KKL75!

KS# c),;*+?-!N#!U#-!1%+C,-!1#-!1>%+,-!Y#-!3;(%'-!1#!3#!/&0!P,)*&+)&-!2#!a#-!56"68!d>H<%C/+%)&'!)=!=I+I*;!C<%>/+;!/&0!
/+>)'H,;*%C!AB5!C)&+;&+!=)*!*;4%)&/<!Q%)4;)C,;>%'+*?-!Q%)4;)4*/H,?!/&0!;C)'?'+;>!';*:%C;'!/C*)''!./'+!
$=*%C/#!@*)A0*$=&06+"$B,)*)+'-!"J8!J"MLJS6!

K7# .<;&4/-!T#-!2;?*)&-!B#-!Y)&&;=%<<;-!N#-![)<<?-!c#-!A,;00/0%-!N#-!_I%)+-![#-!$&0*%;I-!X#-!Y)++;>/-!1#-!YIC,;+-!_#-!
c;!Y;/I<%;I-![#@3#-!T/>%<+)&-!$#!A#-!U/<;?-![#-!U/*C,/&+-!N#-!2;*;V@BQ%)<-!N#-!N;%<<;-!U#-!N%)<<;+-!_#-!1C)++-!3#-!
1+*/O/-!T#-!P/?<)*-!c#-!X/&!A/>H)-!.#-!X%&C;&'-!$#-!3//*%=-!E#!/&0![)&')&-!T#-!56668!2)<<;&@Q/';0!Q%)>;!
*;C)&'+*IC+%)&!=)*!')I+,;*&!.I*)H;!/&0!$=*%C/!"Z-666!?*!QH#!:);160*$)<$B,)+")+102&'-!5M8!J5"LJKS!

KJ# .,*,/*+!A#-!P,)(!$#-!0;!Y<)%'!$#!/&0!9/*,I*'+!$#-!566R8!TI>/&%+/*%/&!d>H<%C/+%)&'!)=!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;8!
U/HH%&4!;>;*4%&4!+*;&0'!/&0!*%'O!,)+'H)+'#!A$N.!d&+;*&/+%)&/<!/&0!U/H<;C*)=+#!!

KM# E)0;&-!9#!Y#-!_#!U#!U/C;-![#@A#!X%;-!$#!$&4I<)-!1#!T#!U#!YI+C,/*+-!3#!c;X/&+%;*-!T#!P#!cIQ<%&-!$#!_I+'C,;-!1#!
1+I/*+-!/&0!.#!PI*/O#-!566R8!1H;C%;'!'I'C;H+%Q%<%+?!+)!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;!%>H/C+'#!2H#!MM@ZZ!%&!9%<0<%=;!%&!/!
C,/&4%&4!()*<0!L!/&!/&/<?'%'!)=!+,;!566Z!dgA\!N;0!3%'+!)=!+,*;/+;&;0!'H;C%;'-!;0%+;0!Q?![#@A#!X%;-!A#!T%<+)&@
P/?<)*-!/&0!1#!\#!1+I/*+#!_</&08!d&+;*&/+%)&/<!g&%)&!=)*!A)&';*:/+%)&!)=!\/+I*;!/&0!\/+I*/<!N;')I*C;'#!!

KZ# EI&O!A-!c;++%&4;*!U!c-!U%C,/;<';&![!A-!X;*0%&![!2-!Y*)(&!U!.-!Y/*<)(!U!/&0!T);<<!$!-566Z8!9/*>%&4!)=!+,;!
d&0%/&!BC;/&!+,*;/+;&'!;/'+;*&!/&0!')I+,;*&!$=*%C/&!=))0!';CI*%+?!QI+!C)I<0!Q;!>%+%4/+;0!Q?!/4*%CI<+I*/<!
0;:;<)H>;&+#!%1)3""G,6+-$)<$(&"$!0(,)60*$H30G"4'$)<$?3,"63"$I?H.$$G!H%""6Z"LJ!

KR# _/*C%/-!N#!$#-!YI*4;''-!\#!c#-!A/Q;V/-!U#-!N/,Q;O-!A#!/&0!$*/p^)-!U#!Y#-!56""8!.eH<)*%&4!C)&';&'I'!%&!5"'+!
C;&+I*?!H*)^;C+%)&'!)=!C<%>/+%C/<<?!'I%+/Q<;!/*;/'!=)*!$=*%C/&!:;*+;Q*/+;'#!@*)A0*$=&06+"$B,)*)+'-!%&!H*;''!

S6# _/'';-!E#-!56668!T?0*)<)4%C/<!C,/&4;'!%&!+,;!$=*%C/&!+*)H%C'!'%&C;!+,;!3/'+!_</C%/<!U/e%>I>#!M;0("1601'$
?3,"63"$8"9,"#-.!"R8!"ZRL5""#!!

S"# _%/&&%&%-!$#-!U#!Y%/'I++%-!d#!U#!T;<0!/&0!$#!T#!1)Q;<-!566Z8!$!4<)Q/<!H;*'H;C+%:;!)&!$=*%C/&!C<%>/+;#!=*,40(,3$
=&06+"-!R68!K7R@KZK!!

S5# _)00/*0-!3#!/&0!\#.#!_*/,/>-!"RRR8!d>H)*+/&C;!)=!+,;!d&0%/&!BC;/&!=)*!'%>I</+%&4!*/%&=/<<!/&)>/<%;'!):;*!
;/'+;*&!/&0!')I+,;*&!$=*%C/#!:);160*$)<$@")2&'-,30*$8"-"013&!"6S8!"R6RRL!"R""J!

SK# _*/?-!.#-!56""8!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!d>H/C+'!+)!a;?!.C)'?'+;>'!/&0!2;)H<;`'!3%:;<%,))0'!%&!+,;!_)>Q;@U/'%+)@
g4/<</!/&0!+,;!_*;/+;*!U/,/<;!2*)^;C+!$*;/#!P,;!\/+I*;!A)&';*:/+%)&!/&0!+,;![/&;!_))0/<<!d&'+%+I+;!

SS# T/&';&-![#-!N#!NI;0?-!UO%#!1/+)-!/&0!a#!3)-!56"68!_<)Q/<!'I*=/C;!+;>H;*/+I*;!C,/&4;#!8"9,"#$)<$@")2&'-,3--!
SZ8!N_S66S!
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S7# T/&';&-![#.#-!/&0!UO%#!1/+)-!%&!H*;''8!2/<;)C<%>/+;!%>H<%C/+%)&'!=)*!,I>/&@>/0;!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;#!d&!=*,40("$
=&06+"N$E6<"1"63"-$<1)4$%0*")3*,40("$06G$8"+,)60*$H-2"3(-#!$#!Y;*4;*-!E#!U;'%&4;*-!/&0!c#!q%^/rO%-!.0'#!
1H*%&4;*#!!

SJ# T;**>/&&-!1#!U#!/&0!a#!d#!U),*-!56""8!$!A)&+%&;&+/<@1C/<;!A</''%=%C/+%)&!)=!N/%&=/<<!1;/')&/<%+?!N;4%>;'!%&!
$=*%C/!Y/';0!)&!_*%00;0!2*;C%H%+/+%)&!/&0!3/&0!1I*=/C;!P;>H;*/+I*;!2*)0IC+'#!:);160*$)<$H22*,"G$
5"(")1)*)+'$06G$=*,40()*)+'-!768!576SL57"K!

SM# T;''%)&-!1#!3#!/&0!\#!U))*;-!56""8!$!'H/+%/<!*;4*;''%)&!/&/<?'%'!)=!+,;!%&=<I;&C;!)=!+)H)4*/H,?!)&!>)&+,<?!
*/%&=/<<!%&!./'+!$=*%C/#$E6("160(,)60*$:);160*$)<$=*,40()*)+'-!K"8!"SS6L"S7J!!

SZ# T%^>/&'-!N#[#-!A/>;*)&-!1#.#-!2/**/-![#3#-![)&;'-!2#_#-![/*:%'-!$#-!56678!X;*?!,%4,!*;')<I+%)&!%&+;*H)</+;0!
C<%>/+;!'I*=/C;'!=)*!4<)Q/<!</&0!/*;/'#!E6("160(,)60*$:);160*$)<$=*,40()*)+'.!578!"RJ7L"RMZ!

SR# T)<;-!c#_#-!9%<<%'-!1#_#-!2/%&-!c#[#-!E%',H))<-!3#c#-!YI+C,/*+-!1#T#U#-!A)<<%&4,/>-!f#A#-!N/,Q;O-!A#!/&0!TI&+<;?-!
Y#-!566R8!2*)^;C+;0!%>H/C+'!)=!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;!)&!/!C)&+%&;&+@(%0;!H*)+;C+;0!/*;/!&;+()*O#!>3)*)+'$C"(("1--!
"58!S56LSK"!

76# dA$1$-!566M8!P,;!d&+;*&/+%)&/<!A)&')*+%I>!=)*!$4*%CI<+I*/<!1?'+;>'!$HH<%C/+%)&'!(;Q'%+;#!
,++H8ss(((#%C/'/#&;+s%&0;e#!T+><!!

7"# d&0;^;-!U#-!E#!T#!U#!1;>/VV%-!/&0!3#![#!B4/<<)-!56668!.\1B!'%4&/<'!%&!./'+!$=*%C/&!*/%&=/<<!';/')&'#!
E6("160(,)60*$:);160*$)<$=*,40()*)+'-!568!"RLSJ!

75# d2AA-!566M/8!1I>>/*?!=)*!2)<%C?>/O;*'#!d&8!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!566M8!P,;!2,?'%C/<!1C%;&C;!Y/'%'#!A)&+*%QI+%)&!
)=!9)*O%&4!_*)IH!d!+)!+,;!E)I*+,!$'';''>;&+!N;H)*+!)=!+,;!d&+;*4):;*&>;&+/<!2/&;<!)&!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!
l1)<)>)&-!1#-!c#!m%&-!U#!U/&&%&4-!n#!A,;&-!U#!U/*iI%'-!a#Y#!$:;*?+-!U#P%4&)*!/&0!T#3#!U%<<;*!D;0'#Fo#!
A/>Q*%04;!g&%:;*'%+?!2*;''-!A/>Q*%04;-!g&%+;0!a%&40)>!/&0!\;(!f)*O-!\f-!g1$#!

7K# d2AA-!566MQ8!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!566M8!d>H/C+'-!$0/H+/+%)&!/&0!XI<&;*/Q%<%+?#!A)&+*%QI+%)&!)=!9)*O%&4!_*)IH!dd!
+)!+,;!E)I*+,!$'';''>;&+!N;H)*+!)=!+,;!d&+;*4):;*&>;&+/<!2/&;<!)&!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;#!U#!3#!2/**?-!B#!E#!
A/&V%/&%-![#!2#!2/<I+%O)=-!2#![#!:/&!0;*!3%&0;&!/&0!A#!.#!T/&')&-!;0'#-!A/>Q*%04;!g&%:;*'%+?!2*;''8!A/>Q*%04;-!
ga#!!

7S# d:)*?-!1#[#-!$@U#!3jV%&;-!$#!X%&C;&'!/&0!$#1#!A),;&-!56"58!!.==;C+!)=!/*%0%+?!/&0!*/%&=/<<!';/')&/<%+?!)&!
:;4;+/+%)&!%&!+,;!')I+,;*&!+*)H%C'!)=!./'+!$=*%C/!0I*%&4!+,;!2<;%'+)C;&;sT)<)C;&;!+*/&'%+%)&#!M;0("1601'$
8"-"013&-!MM8!MM@ZJ!

77# [/CO')&!NY-!N/&0;*')&![P-!A/&/0;<<![_-!$&0;*')&!N_-!$:%''/*!N-!Y/<0)CC,%!cY-!Y)&/&!_Y-!A/<0%;*/!a-!
c%==;&Q/I4,!\1-!E%;<0!AY!;+!/<#-!566Z8!2*)+;C+%&4!C<%>/+;!(%+,!=)*;'+'#!>69,1)64"6(0*$8"-"013&$C"(("1--!
K86SS66J!

7J# [/&';&-!.#![#-!;+!/<#!D566MF-!2/</;)C<%>/+;-!%&!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!566M8!P,;!2,?'%C/<!1C%;&C;!Y/'%'#!A)&+*%QI+%)&!
)=!9)*O%&4!_*)IH!d!+)!+,;!E)I*+,!$'';''>;&+!N;@!H)*+!)=!+,;!d&+;*4):;*&>;&+/<!2/&;<!)&!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;-!
;0%+;0!Q?!1#!1)<)>)&-!c#!m%&-!U#!U/&&%&4-!n#!A,;&-!U#!U/*iI%'-!a#!$:;*?-!U#!P%4&)*-!/&0!T#!U%<<;*-!
A/>Q*%04;!g&%:;*'%+?!2*;''-!A/>Q*%04;-!g&%+;0!a%&40)>!/&0!\;(!f)*O-!\f-!g1$#!!

7M# [)<<?-!c#!/&0!$#!T/e;<+%&;-!"RRM8!.==;C+!)=!<)(!4</C%/<!/+>)'H,;*%C!AB5!)&!+*)H%C/<!$=*%C/&!>)&+/&;!
:;4;+/+%)&#!?3,"63"-!5MJ8MZJLMZM!

7Z# [)&;'!2#!_#!/&0!P,)*&+)&!2#!a#-!566R8!A*)HH;*'!+)!<%:;'+)CO!O;;H;*'8!<%:;<%,))0!+*/&'%+%)&'!+)!5676!%&!$=*%C/!
0I;!+)!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;#!>69,1)64"6(0*$?3,"63"$%)*,3'.!$#H!S5MLSKM!

7R# [))'-!E#!/&0!N#!1H/,&%-!566Z8!N/+;'!)=!C,/&4;!%&!&/+I*/<!/&0!/&+,*)H)4;&%C!*/0%/+%:;!=)*C%&4!):;*!+,;!H/'+!
56-666!?;/*'#!%1)3""G,6+-$)<$(&"$!0(,)60*$H30G"4'$)<$?3,"63"$I?H.!"678!"S57L"SK6!

J6# a/<<i:%'+-!P#-!3#!3%;&!/&0!c#!3%+%-!"RZZ8!3/O;!PI*O/&/-!3%>&)<)4%C/<!1+I0?!"RZ7L"RZZ#!B'<)-!\)*(;4%/&!
d&'+%+I+;!=)*!9/+;*!N;';/*C,!

J"# a/';*-!_#!!;+!/<#-!566S8!U)0;*&!_</C%;*!N;+*;/+!)&!a%<%>/&^/*)!/'!.:%0;&C;!)=!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;8!BQ';*:/+%)&'!
/&0!E/C+'-!E6("160(,)60*$:);160*$)<$=*,40()*)+'!5S8!KKJ!

J5# a%&4'=)*0-!N#P#!/&0![#.#U#!9/+')&-!56""8!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!%&!BC;/&%/8!/!'?&+,;'%'!)=!Q%)0%:;*'%+?!%>H/C+'!/&0!
/0/H+/+%)&'#!%03,<,3$=)6-"190(,)6$B,)*)+'-!"M8!5M6@ZS!

JK# a%&4'=)*0-!N#!P#!56""8!A)&';*:/+%)&!>/&/4;>;&+!)=!*%:;*'!/&0!(;+</&0'!I&0;*!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;!L!/!'?&+,;'%'#!
501,6"$06G$O1"-&#0("1$8"-"013&!J58!5"M@555!

JS# a%&I+,%/-![#!T#-!/&0!_#!A#!$'&/&%-!"RZ58!$!&;(<?!=)I&0!^;+!%&!&)*+,!a;&?/!DPI*O/&/!C,/&&;<F#!5)6(&*'$
7"0(&"1$8"9,"#-!""68!"M55L"M5Z!

J7# a^t,<-!U#-!$#!\%;<';&!/&0!\#A#!1+;&';+,-!56""8!2)+;&+%/<!;==;C+'!)=!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;!)&!C*)H!H)<<%&/+%)&#!E))0!
/&0!$4*%CI<+I*;!B*4/&%V/+%)&!)=!+,;!g&%+;0!\/+%)&'-!N)>;!

JJ# a)&;CO?-!Y#-!NI'';<<-![#!U#-![),&')&-!P#!A#-!Y*)(&-!.#!P#-!TI/&4-!f#-!A),;&-!$#!1#-!9;*&;-![#-!Y;*O;-!U#-!56""#!
d')+)H%C!:/*%/+%)&'!%&!H*;C%H%+/+%)&!%&!1)I+,;/'+!$=*%C/!0I*%&4!+,;!H/'+!"76-666!?;/*'#!>01(&$06G$%*06"(01'$
?3,"63"$C"(("1-.$%&!H*;''#!
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JM# 3/+%=-!U#-!c#!c)>>;&4;+-!U#!c%>/-!/&0!$#!_*)+V&;*-!"RRR8!P,;!*)<;!)=!d&0%/&!BC;/&!';/!'I*=/C;!+;>H;*/+I*;!
%&!=)*C%&4!./'+!$=*%C/&!*/%&=/<<!/&)>/<%;'!0I*%&4!c;C;>Q;*!L![/&I/*?!"RRMsRZ-!:);160*$)<$=*,40("-!"58!KSRM!L!
K76S!

JZ# 3?)&-!Y#!/&0!$#!_#!Y/*&'+)&-!56678!.\1B!/&0!+,;!1H/+%/<!.e+;&+!)=!d&+;*/&&I/<!2*;C%H%+/+%)&!.e+*;>;'!%&!
P*)H%C/<!3/&0!$*;/'#!:);160*$)<$=*,40("-!"Z8!76R7L7"6R!

JR# 3?)&-!Y#!/&0!c#!_#!c;9%++-!56"58!$!*;C;&+!/&0!/Q*IH+!0;C<%&;!%&!+,;!./'+!$=*%C/&!<)&4!*/%&'-!@")2&'-,0*$
8"-"013&$C"(("1--!KR8!365M65!

M6# U/CO;?-!Y#!_#-!9/+')&-![#.#U#-!T)H;-!_#!/&0!1#!_%<>)*;-!566Z8!A<%>/+;!C,/&4;-!Q%)0%:;*'%+?!C)&';*:/+%)&-!
/&0!+,;!*)<;!)=!H*)+;C+;0!/*;/'8!$&!$I'+*/<%/&!H;*'H;C+%:;#!B,)G,9"1-,('.$R8""@"Z#!

M"# U/<,%-!f#-!A#!c)I4,+?-!;+!/<#!D56""F#!uP,;!/<<)C/+%)&!)=!;C)'?'+;>!&;+!H*%>/*?!H*)0IC+%:%+?!%&!+*)H%C/<!
=)*;'+'#u!2,%<)')H,%C/<!P*/&'/C+%)&'!)=!+,;!N)?/<!1)C%;+?!Y8!Y%)<)4%C/<!1C%;&C;'!=IID"7Z5F8!K557@K5S7!

M5# U/*C,/&+!N-!UI>Q%!A-!Y;,;*/!1-!f/>/4/+/!P-!566J8!P,;!d&0%/&!BC;/&!0%H)<;!v!+,;!I&'I&4!0*%:;*!)=!C<%>/+%C!
:/*%/Q%<%+?!%&!./'+!$'%/#!H<1,306$:);160*$)<$>3)*)+'-!S78!SL"J!

MK# UCA</&/,/&-!P#N#-![#!A%&&;*-!P#!c/(-!\#!_*/,/>-![#!U/%&/-!1#!1+;/0-!$#!9/>IO)+/-!a#!Y*)(&-!X#!X;&I'!/&0!\#!
2)<I&%&-!566R8!!d0;&+%=?%&4!N;;='!)=!T)H;!/&0!T)H;=I<!$C+%)&'!8!A)&+;e+I/<%V%&4!.&:%*)&>;&+/<-!.C)<)4%C/<-!
/&0!1)C%/<!2/*/>;+;*'!+)!N;'H)&0!.==;C+%:;<?!+)!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;#!=)6-"190(,)6$B,)*)+'!5K8!JJ5@JM"!

MS# UCA<;/&-!A#[#-!3):;++-![#A#-!awH;*-!9#-!T/&&/,-!3#-!1)>>;*-![#T#-!Y/*+,<)++-!9#-!P;*>/&';&-!U#-!1>%+,-!_#E#-!
P)OI>%&;-!1#!b!P/H<%&-![#N#c#-!56678!$=*%C/&!H</&+!0%:;*'%+?!/&0!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;#!H660*-$)<$(&"$5,--);1,$
B)(06,30*$@01G"6.!J#8!"KRL"75!

M7# UC1(;;&;?-!A#-!_#!3%VC/&)-!U#!\;(-!W#!3I-!56"68!P,;!g\c2!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!A)I&+*?!2*)=%<;'#!B;**"(,6$)<$(&"$
H4"1,306$5"(")1)*)+,30*$?)3,"('-!R"8!"7ML"JJ!

MJ# U;;,<-!_#!$#-!9#!U#!9/',%&4+)&-![#!U#!$*Q</'+;*-!T#!P;&4-!A#!P;Q/<0%-!9#!_#!1+*/&0-!/&0![#!Y#!9,%+;-!56""8!
A<%>/+;!'?'+;>!*;'H)&';!+)!;e+;*&/<!=)*C%&4'!/&0!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;!H*)^;C+%)&'!%&!AA1US-!:);160*$)<$=*,40("-!
%&!H*;''#!!!

MM# Ux<4-!P#-!T#!N)++-!_#!a/';*-!$#!E%'C,;*-!/&0!\#![#!AI<<;&-!566J8A)>>;&+!)&!yyN;C;&+!4</C%/<!*;C;''%)&!%&!+,;!
N(;&V)*%!U)I&+/%&'!)=!./'+!$=*%C/!0I;!+)!*%'%&4!/%*!+;>H;*/+I*;``!Q?!N%C,/*0!_#!P/?<)*-!3IC%&0/!U%<;,/>-!
A/<<%'+!P%&0%>I4/?/-!$QI',;&!U/^I4I-!$&0*;(!UI(/&4/-!/&0!Y)Q!\/O%<;V/-!@")2&'-,30*$8"-"013&$C"(("1--!
KK-!356S6S!!

MZ# UI&?I<%-!U#Y#P#!56""8!2)<<%&/+)*!Q%)0%:;*'%+?!%&!g4/&0/!/&0!%&!1IQ@1/,/*/!$=*%C/8!3/&0'C/H;!/&0!,/Q%+/+!
>/&/4;>;&+!'+*/+;4%;'!=)*!%+'!C)&';*:/+%)&#!E6("160(,)60*$:);160*$)<$B,)G,9"1-,('$06G$=)6-"190(,)6-!K8!77"@
J6R!

MR# \%C,)<')&-!1#.#-![#!f#!a%>-!/&0![#!T))H%&4/*&;*-!"RZZ8!$+</'!)=!$=*%C/&!N/%&=/<<!/&0!d+'!d&+;*/&&I/<!X/*%/Q%<%+?#!
P,;!E<)*%0/!1+/+;!g&%:;*'%+?!

Z6# \%C,)<')&-!1#!.#-!56668!P,;!&/+I*;!)=!*/%&=/<<!:/*%/Q%<%+?!):;*!$=*%C/!)&!+%>;!'C/<;'!)=!0;C/0;'!+)!>%<<;&&%/-!
@*)A0*$%*06"(01'$=&06+"-!5J8!"KML!"7Z!

Z"# B4/<<)-!3#[#-!"RZR#!1H/+%/<!/&0!+;>H)*/<!H/++;*&'!)=!;/'+!$=*%C/&!';/')&/<!*/%&=/<<!0;*%:;0!=*)>!H*%&C%H/<!
C)>H)&;&+!/&/<?'%'#!E6("160(,)60*$:);160*$)<$=*,40()*)+'-!R8!"S7@"JM!

Z5# [#!$#!B>I>Q)-!Y#!3?)&-!1#!U#!9/(;*I-!1#![#!A)&&)*-!/&0!U#!A#!P,)>')&-!56""8!N/%';0!+;>H;*/+I*;'!):;*!+,;!
a;*%C,)!+;/!;'+/+;'8!*;:%'%+%&4!+,;!C<%>/+;!%&!+,;!./'+!$=*%C/&!,%4,</&0'!>/</*%/!0;Q/+;#!50*01,0$:);160*-!!"6-!
/*+%C<;!"5!

ZK# 2/;+,-!T#-!a#!Y)*&-!N#!_%*>;'-!N#!2)0VI&-!/&0!c#![/C)Q-!566R8!N;4%)&/<!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!%&!P*)H%C/<!/&0!
\)*+,;*&!$=*%C/!0I;!+)!_*;;&,)I';!E)*C%&4!/&0!3/&0!g';!A,/&4;'#!:);160*$)<$=*,40("K%##-!""SL"K5!

ZS# 2/*>;'/&!A#!/&0!!_#!f),;-!566K8!$!4<)Q/<<?!C),;*;&+!=%&4;*H*%&+!)=!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;!%>H/C+'!/C*)''!&/+I*/<!
'?'+;>'#!!0(;1"-!S5"8!KM@S5!

Z7# 2%C+)&!2,%<<%HH'-!_#!/&0!$#!1;%>)&-!566R8!2)+;&+%/<!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!d>H/C+'!%&!A)&';*:/+%)&!3/&0'C/H;'!)=!
+,;!$<Q;*+%&;!N%=+-!9%<0<%=;!A)&';*:/+%)&!1)C%;+?!(,%+;H/H;*#!$:/%</Q<;!/+8!
,++H8ss(((#/<Q;*+%&;*%=+#)*4sc;'O+)HU)0I<;'sY*%&45>%&0scUWsc)(&<)/0#/'HeG.&+*?d0z""JJ"b2)*+/<d0z
SRbc)(&<)/0U;+,)0z/++/C,>;&+!

ZJ# 2</++'-!2#[#-!$,*;&0'-!$#-!_;*;/I-!N#.#-!UCA<;/&-!A#[#-!3):;++-![#A#-!U/*',/<<-!$#N#-!2;<<%OO/-!2#a#.#-!UI<<%4/&-!U#-!
E/&&%&4-!.#!b!U/*C,/&+-!N#-!56"68!A/&!0%'+*%QI+%)&!>)0;<'!,;<H!*;=%&;!%&:;&+)*?@Q/';0!;'+%>/+;'!)=!
C)&';*:/+%)&!H*%)*%+?G!$!C/';!'+I0?!%&!+,;!./'+;*&!$*C!=)*;'+'!)=!P/&V/&%/!/&0!a;&?/#!P,9"1-,('$06G$
P,-(1,A;(,)6-!-"J8!J5ZLJS5!

ZM# 2<I>H+*;-!$#[#-!Y#!a%*I&0/-!T#!UI4/Q;-![#!1+/Q/C,-!U#!c*%C%*I-!_#2%C+)&@2,%<<%HH'-!1#$?;Q/*;-!_#\/&4;&0)!/&0!
\#3/H)*+;#!56"68!P,;!d>H/C+!)=!E%*;!/&0!3/*4;!U/>>/<'!)&!+,;!.C)<)4?!)=!mI;;&!.<%V/Q;+,!\/+%)&/<!2/*O!!

ZZ# 2<I>H+*;-!$#![#!D;0#F-!56"58!P,;!.C)<)4%C/<!d>H/C+!)=!3)&4@+;*>!A,/&4;'!%&!$=*%C/`'!N%=+!X/<<;?#!\;(!f)*O8!
\):/!1C%;&C;!2IQ<%',;*'#!!

ZR# 2<I>H+*;-!$#![#-!P#!N#!Y#!c/:;&H)*+-!U#!Y;,/&4/&/-!N#!a%+?)-!_#!.%<I-!2#!1';4/(/-!A#!.(/&4)-!;+!/<#!566M8!P,;!
Y%)0%:;*'%+?!)=!+,;!$<Q;*+%&;!N%=+#!B,)*)+,30*$=)6-"190(,)6-!"KS8"MZLRS!
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R6# 2)%/&%-!a#$#-!N#3#!_)<0>/&-![#!T)Q')&-![#U#!T);O'+*/!/&0!a#!\;<')&-!56"68!N;0;'%4&%&4!Q%)0%:;*'%+?!
C)&';*:/+%)&!H*)^;C+'!=)*!C<%>/+;!C,/&4;8!;e/>H<;'!=*)>!+,;!=%;<0-!B,)G,9"1-,('$06G$=)6-"190(,)6!568!"Z7@
56"!

R"# !"#$% &' ()*+*'(,"-.&".'(/*0*'(1$%.$' (,*!*' (02&32.(4$52'(6*7* '( 8"9:2.&'(;*0*'(7<..<.=-$(>2:&3?$'( ,*7*'( 7@-"A3$.'(
1#-!56678!3/*4;!+;>H;*/+I*;!:/*%/Q%<%+?!%&!+,;!')I+,;*&!$=*%C/&!+*)H%C'!'%&C;!+,;!3/'+!_</C%/<!U/e%>I>#!
@")2&'-,30*$8"-"013&$C"(("1--!K5#!

R5# N;%0-!T#-!U#!$</>-!N#!Y;*4;*-!P#!A/&&)&-!1#!TIi-!/&0!$#!U%<<%4/&-!566R8!A)>>I&%+?@!Q/';0!/0/H+/+%)&!+)!
C<%>/+;!C,/&4;8!/&!):;*:%;(#!%01(,3,20()1'$C"016,6+$06G$H3(,)6-!%''I;!J6#!"K#!!

RK# N))+!P#3#-!2*%C;![#P#-!T/<<!a#N#-!1C,&;%0;*!1#T#-!N)';&V(;%4!A#-!;+!/<#-!566K8!E%&4;*H*%&+'!)=!4<)Q/<!(/*>%&4!)&!
(%<0!/&%>/<'!/&0!H</&+'#!!0(;1"-!S5"8!7M@J6!

RS# N)(</&0-!.#3#-![#.#!c/:%')&!/&0!3#[#!_*/I><%C,-!56""8!$HH*)/C,;'!+)!.:/<I/+%&4!A<%>/+;!A,/&4;!d>H/C+'!)&!
1H;C%;'8!$!_I%0;!+)!d&%+%/+%&4!+,;!$0/H+/+%)&!2</&&%&4!2*)C;''#!>69,1)64"6(0*$5060+"4"6(-!SM8!K55@KKM!
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RZ# 1/<V>/&&-!g#-!$#U!T/?())0!/&0!c#[!3I&+-!566R8!P,;!H/'+!%'!/!4I%0;!+)!+,;!=I+I*;G!A)>H/*%&4!U%00<;!
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